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Speaker talks of creative dating
Communication, rekindling
romance, AIDS discussed
by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

The BC Ntw.ZN.lh.Ti W«llact
Ronald Coleman, director of student activities at Xavler Unl- I Tuesday night. The creative dating workshop was sponsored by
verlsty, advises University students on the art of creative dating | six different groups and drew In more than 600 students.

More than 600 students had
the chance to learn how to
have more creative and unusual dates at The Creative Dating Workshop in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom Tuesday
night.
Ronald Coleman, a University alumnus and current director of student activities at Xavler University in Cincinnati,
lead the creative dating seminar.
Coleman, who has taken this
program all over the country,
said he was glad to be back at
his alma mater. He also said a
lot had changed since his own
University days.
"I think University students
today have a whole different
set of problems and priorities
than when I was in college','
Coleman said.
One of the major changes he
has noticed is the effect AIDS
has on the dating scene, he
said.
"It's something that really
scares people," Coleman said.
"I think there's also less casual sex and people take relationships more seriously."
One of the big issues Coleman addressed was the fact
that many young people lack
the time it takes to deal with

and develop relationships because of all the activities they
are involved in.
"A lot of people are involved
with two or three clubs or
groups along with classes
nowadays," he said. "You can
also add time watching television, extracurricular activities and other stuff. That
doesn't leave a lot of time for
dating.
"Because dating is stressful
and involves taking some big
risks, a lot of people prefer to
just avoid it altogether,"
Coleman added. "One thing I
hope this program does is encourage students to take that
risk and learn how to deal with
that stress."
During the program, Coleman also dealt with issues
such as: important things to
avoid on a first date, hints on
effective dating communication and a list of creative dating ideas.
Two of the suggestions to
avoid on a first date were going to movies and being late.
"Opportunites to communicate while out at a movie are
limited and sexually explicit
scenes may cause embarrassment for both of you,"
Coleman said. "As for being
late, you might as well stick a
See Workshop, page four.

Unionization voted on today Inclement
weather

Sparks still flying over collective bargaining
by Leah Bamum
News staff reporter
The collective bargaining election is drawing near and the accusations continue to fly.
The pro-collective bargaining
BGSU Faculty Association said
faculty members are among
the lowest paid,
even though
money is available for faculty
raises. The
University administration
counters that
the claim Is
Dal ton
simply not
true.
The presentation two weeks
ago by economic consultant
Richard Weber has raised the
controversial question about
whether the University actually
has excess money that can be
used for faculty raises.
Through fund accounting,
money can be transferred between accounts, so what the University labels expenditures may
only be tranfers to different accounts within the institution, said
Marilynn Wentland, secretary of
the BGSU-FA.
However, that is true only to a
limited degree, according to
Christopher Dalton, vice president for planning and budgeting.
Once money is allocated for a
certain use, it cannot be used for
any other purpose, he said.
Money has not been available
during the past couple of years

for faculty raises, Dalton said.
However, in 1993 the faculty
members did receive raises, he
added.
Ronald Stoner, president of the
BGSU-FA, argued that the raise
was only given to help beat the
threat of collective bargaining.
But Dalton said the raise was
given to faculty members because the state originally
planned to cut funds by IS percent, and ended up only cutting
funds by 11.4 percent, resulting
in unexpected excess funds, he
said.
That, combined with a cushion
the University had saved to make
up for the expected cut funds, resulted in $4 million in excess
money which was used for faculty raises, Dalton said.
According to the BGSU-FA
Facts and Positions, "since
1990-91 the average faculty salary at the University has been
either in last place, or in a virtual
tie for last place, among the eight
doctoral institutions in Ohio."
They used the mean of the salaries of all faculty members in
their calculations, and that
lowers the average, Dalton said.
But Dalton said that continuing
faculty at the University had the
second highest average annual
increase over the three years,
behind only Ohio University, he
said.
"The significantly lower percentage figure for the all-rank,
all-faculty average salary results
from changes in the mix of faculty by rank and age," Dalton said.
The lower University average
reflects changes such as the re-
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placement of retiring, higherpaid full professors with newly
hired, lower-paid assistant
professors, he said.
Under the Early Retirement
Incentive Program, 144 faculty
members retired from January
1990 to January 1994, compared
with 14 faculty retirements in the
previous four years, Dalton said.
However, Ronald Stoner,
president of the BGSU-FA, said
the retirement plan does not have

"The significantly
lower percentage
figure for the
all-rank, all-faculty
average salary
results from changes
in the mix of faculty
by rank and age."
Christopher Dalton, vice
president for planning and
budgeting.

that much to do with the shortage
of professors at higher ranks.
"It's been very difficult at this
University - [the administrators]
have made it very difficult to be
promoted," Stoner said. "If
professors at BG would be at another university with the same
record, they would be more
likely to be at the upper ranks."

Undergraduate Student
Government President Jason Jackson will testify on
behalf of a bill to give students voting power on their
universities' board of
trustees before the Ohio
House of Representatives
today.
» Page 5.

Faculty encouraged assaults
to take part in vote Midwest
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer
After two years of debates
and discussions, the issue of
collective
bargaining
at the University will
finally be
decided in
the next two
days.
Both the
University's
admlnistrat ion and
members of the BGSUFaculty Association have encouraged all eligible faculty
members to take part in the
voting process. By showing
their interest, faculty members who vote will allow the
voting results to be as fair and
accurate as possible.
Faculty on the main campus
can express their voice by
placing their votes at the
Alumni Room of the University Union by secret ballot from
9 a.m. until 7:30 p.m. today and
Thursday.
If inclement weather should
occur, those faculty members
planning on voting are urged
to use the University shuttle
services to get to and from the
Union.
In the case of an emergency
incident, those in need of

Olympic skater Elizabeth
Punsalan wept as she and
her sister each placed a red
rose on their father's casket
Tuesday at the close of a
graveside service.
•■Page 8.

transportation aid to the voting stations are asked to contact the Office of the vice
president for academic affairs
at 372-2915 or the office of the
president at 372-2214.
Debates and conferences
throughout the semester, administered by both sides, have

S Voting will be at the Alumni
Room at thcUniversity Union by
secret ballot between 9 a.m. until
7:30 p.m. today and Thursday.
</ In case of inclement weather,
faculty member should plan on
using the shuttle services to get to
and from the Union.
</ In case of an emergency
incident, faculty should contact the
Office of the vice president for
academic affairs (372-2915) or the
office of the president (372-2214).
all come to agreement on the
importance of faculty participation in the voting procedures.
"In view of the critical importance to the future of the
See Vote, page four.

If you're a University
student whose hometown is
a large metropolis, you may
have some idea what junior
telecommunications major
Ray Lynch went through
when he first arrived on
campus.
» Page 10.

The Associated Press
It should be more of the same
in Ohio on Wednesday: snow, ice
and nervous drivers.
The National Weather Service
said most of Ohio would be under
a winter storm warning, with
more snow, sleet and freezing
rain expected by morning.
The sleet and freezing rain
should change to snow and taper
to flurries by afternoon. High
temperatures were expected to
be about 20 in the northwest part
of the state to about 30 in the
southeast.
As much as four inches of snow
fell in northwest Ohio on Tuesday, and total accumulation
through Wednesday could reach
6 inches.
Ice-covered roads will be the
rule again. Traffic on interstates
and other highways throughout
the state Tuesday was slowed,
doubling drive time to work in
some areas.
In downtown Dayton, a bus slid
on ice, spun sideways and hit the
bridge abutment of a railroad
overpass a few blocks from the
Greyhound station. The accident
occurred during the early morning hours. Eighteen people
aboard suffered minor injuries.
Some sections of Interstates 75
and 675 in the Dayton area were
shut down because of hazardous
roads.
Occasional snow in the
morning tapering to flurries by afternoon with an
accumulation likely. High
around 20. Northwest winds
15 to 20 mph. Chance of
snow 80 percent. Wednesday night, clearing. Low S
to 10.
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Vote no on
unionization
I oday and tomorrow, faculty at this University
will have the opportunity to take part in a historic election. For the first time in 15 years, they will
have the chance to vote in an election which could
lead to representation through collective bargaining.
It is an election which could undoubtedly have
major ramifications on the faculty, the administration and the students at this University. Therefore, it
is strongly urged that all 680 eligible faculty - no
matter which way they stand on the issue - get out to
the polls and cast some sort of vote.
For the past two years, we have all heard the
legitimate complaints of the faculty in regards to the
administration's failure to provide pay raises. We
have also heard less convincing arguments as to the
faculty's diminished role in the University's system
of shared governance.
The fact remains that since 1982, 121 of the 156
motions sent by the Faculty Senate to the Board of
Trustees have been approved without changes.
Nineteen more motions were approved with minor
amendments, leaving just 16 which were not acted on
by the board.
By instituting a union, useful organizations such as
the Faculty Senate would become less important,
confined to debating such things as calendar planning and curriculum. Committees such as the Faculty Senate Budget Committee would be rendered obsolete, with union representatives taking over all
budgetary concerns.
As a result, the faculty at this University would go
from a system in which they are all represented by
elected officials, to one in which they would all be
represented by a smaller group of appointed union
officials.
And although the faculty's cause to get higher salaries is a noble one, if collective bargaining is approved, the raises would ultimately be paid for out of
the pockets of the students.
While union organizers claim to have similar interests of the students in mind, this salary issue
would undoubtedly outweigh any other concerns for
students.
For the good of this University and the good of its
students, we here at The News urge faculty to vote
no on the collective bargaining issue today and
Thursday.
The BG News Staff
photo editor
assistant photo editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor
assistant sports editor
In sidi-r managing editor
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copy chief
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Flitting on cherubim wings
It's time for cupid to gouge out
the lonely heart again. The sexless, naked munchkin, puncturing souls, happily causing chaos
is stalking the unwary and the
horny. Beware, we are all hungry
for the same four letter word it's the one which comes with a
lifetime guarantee, you sickos.
The young are vigorously
searching in the prime of their
lives, drunk with the very idea of
love. In the midst of such a complexity as life, it has become all
too important to be with someone
who shares with you the concept
I've coined, "universal uncertainty", a partner-in-suffering, if
you will. Together, coupled,
stronger than two components
alone, the bond called love
strengthens any prevailing
weaknesses. The word, merely
four letters, has been assigned to
a thing so great and powerful, I
wonder if this "way of being" is
at all definable?
My own definition, however
vague or exact, is the product of
my experiences. My friends
seem to fall in love more than I,
according to their own definitions of "in love."
Love In the most unlikely
places.
One of my friends dated a Satan worshipper for a while. He
was really cute, in a demonic sort
of way. He was in love with my
friend. He wrote her beautiful
poetry and bought her Harry
Connick Jr. tapes and alone they
danced.
Unfortunately, they broke up.
She couldn't get past the religious differences.
Young love can survive.
Young and in love - totally
possible in my book.
My roommate is in love with a
boyish T-N-T expert. She's been
infatuated with him for almost
three years and fortunately for
her, he loves her, too. It's obvious

Andrea
Wood
they are truly meant for each
other and I believe it will last.
She doesn't talk about him constantly and they quietly accept
each other's devotion. When they
are together they are together in
every sense of the word. I've gotten pretty close to my roommate;
she's an awesome person, a real
catch I always thought (and was
taught) that young love never
lasted. I say the nuptuals are a
mere formality if the number of
children, size of house, number
of cars, type of dog and the
height of the white picket fence
are decided in advance.
Possessive love
This is more of an observation
than a lesson I've learned.
A girl down the hall is back
with her loser boyfriend. He
takes her for granted, which is a
common crime. Generally, he
treats her a lot worse than she
deserves to be treated. She says
they love each other and he tells
her he'll change. I suppose love
can take many forms.
Love requires patience.
I Just got a package In the mail
from one of my best friends who
lives in Pennsylvania. It had a
tape of love-related music in it
for me for Valentine's Day. He
fears I will go musically insane
living In the cultural seat of
Bowling Green. He also included
a letter stating he had finally met
someone special. For the first

time in his life he found someone
worth his time. He is now twentyfive years old.
Lookin' for love.
How does love get started?
Will it hit you like the proverbial brick when you see that
special individual? WiU "No Ordinary Love" by Sade start playing in your head? Where will you
meet?
Let's narrow down the possibilities, shall we? In Bowling
Green, opportune times and
places are limited. Take a look at
my average attempt at being a
stationary target for one of cupid's arrows.
It's Friday night at Uptown.
Upon arrival my friends and I
decide to take a table and watch
the crowd pick up. We nervously
receive stares from the neighboring table. One of the guys sidles nearer..."Hey, drink this shot
and let me know what's in it. By
the way, I'm Dan." Wow, Danny
is the Mac. After a few minutes
of short answers and blank
stares, Danny wandered away.
Bye Dan, see ya.
We made our way to the dance
floor. Bjork was playing. Tap-tap
on my shoulder, "Hey, weren't
you working the second camera
at the television station yesterday?" Huh? Television station?
We have a television station? My
bewilderment must have really
turned him off. Nevertheless he
continued on his boogy-woogyin'
way.
Next, I had an interesting encounter at the bar. A very drunk
foreign man, who looked remarkably like Manuel Noregia,
managed to slur out, "You like
Beavy and Butthead No? How
'bout the Cure, you lika da'
Cure ?" I think he was around
thirty-five or so. I nodded and
managed to duck into the crowd.
It was never-ending. The little
pink-winged guy was really

shooting blanks tonight..."So,
you're a college girl, huh?"..."Can
I dance with you in like, a
guy/girl sort of way ?"..." Hi, my
name's Chance, do I have
one?"..."My friend thinks you're
cute." Great, I'll be sure and put
a check in the "MAYBE" box on
the note he sends me.
My friends were experiencing
much of the same thing. After relieving a considerable amount of
stress stomping about to our
alternative anthems, we headed
for the coat check. While waiting
in line, a rather hairy young man
had caught my roommate staring. He managed to put together
this poetic delight: "You saw me
spit in the ashtray, didn't you? Do
you want to sit down with us?"
My instincts said "Run, run like
the wind," but I wanted my coat
first. It was cold out there. That's
Bowling Green for you.
Granted, Uptown is not the setting I envision in my perfect
scenario when I do meet my soul
mate. But who can really say?
Love seems to take so many
forms.
My acquaintances are an ongoing source of entertainment.
Who needs Jagger, Luke or Laura
when I have a live soap-opera going on in my own life? I know
people in abusive relationships. I
know others who haven't gotten
over their first love yet, even
after years.
I have friends who have
spewed forth stories which
would put Danielle Steele to
shame. Sidney Sheldon would
blush if he could hear the accounts my ears have heard.
I can't say I wish to crack a
book by Danielle, but I am actively lunging for those arrows
along with nearly everyone else.
Andrea Wood is a guest columnist for The BG News.
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Informing the
University of
inconveniences
for the disabled
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The BG News
My name is Jen Dupont. I am
writing in response to the Monday Feature which ran in Jan. 31
issue of The Newt concerning
the winter weather problems for
disabled students on campus.
I was one of the sources quoted
in the article. Due to miscommunlcat Ion my intent for being
Involved and some of the things I
supposedly said were misrepresented. I am writing to set the record straight. I was not involved
to cause trouble for anyone, or to
whine about the University - In
fact my intent was the exact opposite. This is why I requested
my last name not be printed in
the article.

My intent was to bring to the
attention of the University community the inconveniences posed
to persons with disabilities
throughout this campus. It is my
opinion that further improvements, such as elevators in all
buildings; working automatic
doors for all buildings; graded
ramps making it easier for nonelectric wheelchairs; and completely cleared (including curbs)
and repair sidewalks, need to be
made. Not only Is it the responsibility of administrators who haven't done enough and professors
who can't or won't do anything, it
is the reponslbility of all people
to care and help.

Cable system
is in need
of a
Spanish channel

The BG News:
We need a Spanish channel on
our cable system. According to
Joel A Harper, we don't need a
Spanish channel. If you read
Joel's letter to the editor published in The News on Friday,
Feb. 4, he states that the soap
operas and variety shows on
tinivision aren't entertaining. I
am assuming the Joel is fluent in
Spanish and is able to understand
Without the help of those persons without disabilities, persons the programming. If he is not,
with disabilities cannot as effec- then how would he know if the
shows were entertaining or not?
tively accomplish change.
Also, how many channels do we
have on our cable system right
now that are entertaining? Not
very many, however nobody
Jen Dupont
complains about those channels.
Senior
I find it very humorous that Joel
Elementry Education

asks Harida Fernandez for numbers that support our actions,
however, Joel assumes that he
can state facts without somehting to back up his opinion.
We have submitted many petitions that were signed by peole
who are for this Spanish channel.
The petitions were then given to
Larry Miller, the manager of
Wood Cable TV. We have been in
contact with Larry Miller several
times to talk about our concerns.
We have done our research and
we do realize that we are the minority in Wood County, however
don't assume that this Spanish
channel only benefits the Latino
community. It benefits anyone
with an interest in old movies. I
hope the majority of the people in
Wood county will support the
need for the addition of a Spanish
channel. The majority already
has 45 channels to meet their
needs. What about the needs of
the minority?
Dave Garcia
Admissions Counselor

The BG News
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A different interpretation Left overs from
A re-evaluation of James Walters' data on society's decay the Cold War
James Walters recently wrote a two-part article on "The decay of our society." I waited for the arrival of the second part of
his article, because he stated he would first present data and
then "tell [us] what it means." I had hoped he would reveal that
his particular use of aggregate data regarding "serious crime,"
was simply a ruse to educate us on the potential misuse of statistics and factoids to further obfuscate our collective understanding of compelling social issues. Although he presented several
salient social issues as evidence of societal decay, I will only
take issue with his analysis of the crime situation in America.
There he has tread squarely into my own bailiwick and, I believe, has left the media consumers with a rather distorted picture of crime in America.
Walters begins by citing official statistics complied by the
FBI, the so-called Uniform Crime Reports (UCR). He points out
that, "Since 1960, the American population has grown 41 percent, while violent crimes have increased 500 percent and total
crimes have increased 300 percent." What Walters has failed to
acknowledge is during the time period cited, significant improvements in police reporting procedures have been realized.
Much of the increase can be explained simply as a result of
greater technology used in a larger portion of the eight UCR
crimes (aggravated assault, arson, burglary, homicide, larceny,
rape, robbery and vehicle theft), now actually being reported.
Additionally, crime statistics for arson were not tracked into the
period Walters has chosen to examine. The prevailing level of
criminal activity is difficult to know with any degree of certainty. However, a rational examination of UCR data presents a
picture very different from the one Walters suggests. If we
choose to examine UCR data during a more contemporary, albeit shorter, period which would be less affected by technochanges (for instance, 1985 to 1989), we find the most serious,
violent crimes tracked by UCR (i.e. rape, robbery and murder)
only increased an average of 13 percent (U.S. Dept. of Justice,
1989).
Despite the widespread reliance upon UCR data (by authors of
all political stripes, I might add), such data are fraught with
flaws which make interpretation and use problematic. Nevertheless, to the extent we can trust data which can be manipulated
by organizations which collect it, the UCR clearly point out a
slow but steady rise in crime, not a dramatic upward surge as is
so commonly portrayed by the media.
National Crime Survey (NCS) data, which is collected by the
U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, is a second major source of
crime statistics. The NCS data suffer from a somewhat different
set of shortcomings than UCR data, and these problems are basically those inherent in any self-report measurement. Still,
most scholars examining both sets of data find NCS data is at
least slightly preferable over UCR, as there is less motivation to
manipulate findings. Compared to the UCR, NCS data demonstrate an even slower rise in crime in America. Neither UCR nor

I will only take issue with [James
Walters'] analysis of the crime situation
in America.
NCS data support the notion of precipitous and alarming Increases depicted by media, political and other organizational
actors who are poised to benefit from the illusion prevailing
among contemporary society that crime is at "epidemic proportions." Although Walters states, "eight out of every 10 Americans will be a victim of violent crime at least once in their lives,"
NCR data reveals during 1989, for instance, only about 5 percent
of American households had a member who experienced one or
more violent crimes.
An analysis of this "violent crime," reveals that overwhelmingly, this category is composed of aggravated assault. This is
one which occurs most frequently between two or more persons
who are known to each other and who enter into a physical alter-

cation that arises from the nature of their relationship (e.g.
lovers' quarrels, barroom brawls, spouse-abuse situations, etc.).
These types of offenses, it can be argued, are largely unpreventable, because of the very nature and complexity of human relationships. I suggest policy implications arise from the fact that
a certain amount of aggressive behavior between persons in relationships, however regrettable, appears to be part of human
nature.
So what do we do with these miscreants? Walters appears to
prefer incarceration. In yet another example of biased statistics, he presents the "facts" on costs of incapacitation. According to his figures, "the average cost of sending someone to
prison for a year is $25 thousand, but it costs society an average
of $430 thousand a year to have a criminal on the streets..." the
problem here is that the larger figure is an all-inclusive one that
addresses both direct and indirect costs. Loaded into this figure
is a virtual soup-to-nuts cost consideration. Furthermore, it assumes a relatively constant level of offending which is often not
supported by empirical inguiry. On the other hand, the lower
figure of cost to incapacitate (through incarceration) is pretty
accurate except that only direct-cost impacts have been included. A more equitable analysis will bring these two figures
closer together.
Walters appears to be advocating increased penalties for "serious crime." This is supposedly the median prison sentence that
can be expected for committing a serious crime. This is a terrific example of the abuse of aggregate data to "prove" a point.
Now, I must confess that in 17 years as a criminal justice practitioner/scholar, I've never before seen such a thing as a calculation of "expected punishment," at least not as reckoned by Walters' source, the National Center for Policy Analysis.
According to the "illustrious" National Center for Policy
Analysis (NCPA), "Expected punishment is calculated by multiplying four probabilities and then multiplying the product by
the median time served for an offense. The four probabilities
are: being arrested, being prosecuted, being convicted if prosecuted and going to prison if convicted." Naturally, the result of
such statistical somersaults are prison sentences that appear to
be ludicrously lenient. Logically, however, this feat relies upon
questionable, or perhaps unknowable, statistics. If, for instance,
the probability of being arrested is derived from the larger
number which would represent all crime in America, then this
probability has been derived from a figure which is, despite our
best attempts with UCR and NCS data bases, merely a gross
guesstimate (in essence, unknowable statistics).
On the other hand, if the figures used represent the probability of an individual offender being arrested (based on all
known arrests), then the sentences reported by the NCPA are
highly suspect (i.e., questionable statistics). As an example of
this latter assertion, NCPA concludes that the "expected punishment" for robbery is equal to 23 days. I found, however, that
according to data derived from the National Criminal Justice Infromation and Statistics Service, the probability of incarceration for the act of robbery (after being arrested, prosecuted and
convicted) is approximately 20 percent. Given that the "going
rate" for robbery may vary widely, but in any case is measured
in lengths of years, not days, NCPA's reported sentence is way
off. A reasonable ballpark figure for an average robbery sentence might be, say, five years. Based on my calculations, the
"expected punishment" should be about a year.
I encourage Walters to jump off the bandwagon of those who
have, for various reasons, found it expedient to portray crime in
America inaccurately. Crime is a serious problem in America,
but it is neither an epidemic nor a crisis. Many readers will disagree with my position. This is to be expected - mass media is a
powerful training tool wielded by capital, political and social
elites. Herein lies the real story: who benefits from the inaccurate portrayal of crime as a crisis? Who continues to benefit from
society's fixation upon the unnocuous "street crimes" and of
lack of will to focus on more serious-order crime in America?
More importantly, what are we going to do about it?
Timothy S. Carter is an instructor of criminal justice.
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Elections and Composites- Heather Blair
50 Year Chairwoman- Maritzia Zilles
CRIC- Christine Sickles

A documentary was shown on
PBS television stations after
much public pressure called
"Building Bombs." It was very
disturbing! Evidently, the corporation, DuPont, which contracted with the federal government to build nuclear weapons at
the Savannah River plant, buried
nuclear waste in cardboard
boxes and left liquid waste exposed in open pits. Turtles lived
in these open pits and became
radioactive. Then, there was the
rather comical spectacle of company officials chasing radioactive turtles across the countryside. I kept wondering what
would have happpened if more
mobile animals like birds had become radioactive.
One legacy of the Cold War is
extensive radioactive contamination of United States soil at Hanford, Rocky Flats, Savannah
River and numerous other
places. The Soviet Union dumped
nuclear waste into the Arctic
Ocean and, more recently, into
the Sea of Japan.
This is sheer madness, and the
rationalization for it is asinine as
well! The United States claimed
it was protecting democracy
from communism, but that lie
was exposed by the numerous
fascist dictatorships the United
States supported and sometimes
brought to power through the
CIA.

I think there are three real
reasons for the Cold War. First, I
believe the economic elite in the
United States were intensely
afraid of a philosophy, namely
socialism, which threatened their
tremendous wealth and power.
Second, the corporations in the
military-industrial complex were
making very large profits from
weapons production. Third, capitalist economies do not function
well without massive govern-

ment spending. Since spending
on social programs is not considered "macho" and smacks of
"socialism," this government
spending had to be weapons production.
Now that the Cold War is over,
I fear greatly the American people will again be deceived into

Now that the Cold
War is over, I fear
greatly the American
people will again be
deceived into
accepting some
future
rationalizations for a
continuing arms
proliferation.
accepting some future rationalizations for a continuing arms
proliferation. Will it be terrorism, making other countries
"stable," or defeating narcotics
dealers or warlords? I don't
know, but I have a gnawing suspicion that something will be invented.
Must we have even more
radioactive waste buried in
cardboard boxes or dumped at
sea so the rich can get even
richer and alleviate their fears
about the spread of socialism or
so the trans-national corporations can complete their world
domination? I hope with all my
heart the American people are
not so complacent, apathetic and
uncritical and illogical in their
thinking as to accept this future
prognosis!
Gary Sudborough is a guest
columnist from Bellftower, California.
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congratulations to the newly elected
Executive and Junior Executive Officers...
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FOUNDERS

Executive Council
President- Matt Hammer
V. P. Internal- Dave Brown
V.P. External- Scot Pataky
Treasurer- Steve Kauflman
Asst. Treasurer- Don Miller
Pledge Educator- Kelly Hlngham
Correspondent- Mark Petry
Recorder- Scut IMmllng
Risk Manager- Scott Sunicrak

Junior Executive Council
Social- John StnU/Chris Fink
Asst. Hedge Ed.- Andy Stnidwick
Ami. Rush- Seth Dlmllng
Warden- D.J. McConville/John Stotz
Ritual- Scolt Sum. it.k
Scholarship- Dave Tobln
House Improvement*)- Andy Stnidwick
Alumni Relations- Steve Kauflman
Community Service- Dave Tohin
Spirit and Greek- TJ. Werntz
Sports- Don Miller
Sound System- Mike Harbert/LaiTy Booher
Faculty Relations- Casey Carrigan
Chaplain- Don Miller
House Artist- Ryan Pataky
Chronicler- Brian Blanchard
IFC Reps.- Bill Kish/Ryan Pataky
Philanthropy- Scott Sumerak
Dud's Day- Larry Booher
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FOUNDERS HOURS OF OPERATION
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"You know this country's in bad shape
when you can't see a pair of knockers
and say so."
-Rush Limbaugh, commenting on last week's flap
surrounding Ohio Rep. Martin Hoke

ACROSS
THE STATE

Continued from page one.

fork in yourself because your
done."
Coleman feels two of the most
effective hints in dating communication are to ask open ended
questions and listen intently.
"It's very important that you
allow your dating partner to talk
about themselves," Coleman explained. "People are often eager
to talk about themselves and are
pleased you have shown an interest. It's also important, especially for men, to listen."

Frozen man found dead
MADISON, Ohio - The body of
a man who lived alone in a cabin
without running water, electricity or telephone was found frozen
in his outhouse. The cause of
death has not been determined.
The body of Robert Lenhardt,
72, who said he had suffered shell
shock in World War II, was found
Sunday by neighbors who occasionally looked after him.
Madison Township Sgt. Gerald
Jenkins said Lenhardt was
dressed for cold weather. The office of Lake County Coroner William C. Downing said an autopsy
would be performed Tuesday to
determine the cause of death.
Anthony Ziernicki said his
wife, Lottie, took clean laundry
and chicken rice and barley soup
to Lenhardt about 2 p.m. Sunday.
The door to Lenhardt's cabin was
open. Mrs. Ziernicki found Lenhardt in the outhouse.
Lenhardt hadn't been seen
since last Wednesday. His cabin
in a rural area of Madison, located about 30 miles northeast of
Cleveland, was heated by a woodburning stove.

Vote
Continued from page one.

University, the Advocates of
Academic Independence feel
that the decision to adopt or reject unionization must be made
by a decisive majority of the
Bowling Green faculty," George
Clemans said during an opening
statement at a Monday press
conference. "Therefore, the AAI
strongly urges all elegible faculty to exercise their right to vote
on Feb. 9 and 10."
Members of the BGSU-FA
have stated their concern in regards to the issue of eligible
members of faculty voting as
well. They believe that the
strength or weakness in the result of the election relies on the
total outcome of faculty voices.
Those faculty members planning on voting are recommended
to bring a BGSU photo ID, or
driver's license.

THEY
SAID IT

Teen-age murderer indicted

APPtdWJImCiile
Allison Gannet jumps out of the tramway at Cannon Mountain Ski area in Franconia, N.H., Monday.
The jump was filmed for a possible part ID a Warren Miller ski movie.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL
BOWLING GREEN vs. BALL STATE

Interested in being on one of these
Homecoming '94 committees?
King and Queen
Parade
Week's Activities
Publicity
Me rchandise/Sales
Bonfire/Pep Rally
Spirit
If so, attend the meeting tonight
l£Yg\ 7 p.m. 200 Mosley QTJ^

T^N | G |_| Tj
COME SUPPORT THE FALCONS!

Call 2-2343 for details

uno uno uno uno uno unounouno

WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00P.M.
'Men THE HOUSE Ml HMS"

Valentines'$ Day
"Love Bootes"

AKRON (AP) - A Summit
County grand jury has indicted a
teen-ager on aggravated murder
charge in the death of a 10-yearold boy.
Andre Harrison, 17, of Akron,
will be tried as an adult for his alleged role in the Sept. 20,1993,
shooting death of Rodney Wakefield, Prosecutor Lynn Slaby said
Wednesday.
Police said Wakefield was
killed with a shotgun after he refused to perform oral sex on
Harrison and a 12-year-old boy.
Police said the 12-year-old boy
fired the fatal shot after Harrison
gave him the shotgun.
Slaby said Harrison is charged
with one count each of aggravated murder, kidnapping, attempted rape and unlawful possession of a dangerous ordnance.
All of those counts carry
firearms specifications.

Harrison also was charged with
one count of tampering with evidence.
Slaby said Ohio law prevents a
person under 18 years of age
from receiving the death penalty,
but he said Harrison could be
sentenced to life in prison if convicted of aggravated murder.
Harrison was scheduled to be
arraigned next Tuesday before
Common Pleas Judge James
Murphy.
Juvenile Court Judge Saundra
Robinson found the 12-year-old
boy guilty of delinquency by
reason of aggravated murder and
delinquency by reason of possession of a dangerous ordnance.
The boy was ordered held in a juvenile detention center until he
reaches the age of 21.

Judge faces tough decision
YOUNGSTOWN - A judge said
Tuesday he wished the law would
allow him to sentence a man who
pleaded guilty to raping his son to
more than IS to 75 years in
prison.
Mahoning County Common
Pleas Judge R. Scott Krichbaum
sentenced the 51-year-old man to
10 to 25 years each on three
counts of rape and 11/2 years on
a charge of disseminating matter
harmful to juveniles, ordering
the sentences to be served consecutively.
Although the total is 311/2 to
75 years, state law automatically
reduces the minimum term to 15
years when consecutive sentences are imposed on charges not
involving homicides.
"The law actually works in
your favor because it limits your
sentence," Krichbaum told the
man. "It doesn't allow me to do
what I want to do."
Defense lawyer Dominic J.
DeLaurentis Jr. asked the Judge
for leniency for his client, but
Krichbaum said he considered
the crimes unforgivable.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR THE

l^et your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. Tou
can even add a color to your message for 85 to make It extra special.
VMyr

Name

y

1x5
Display ad
V up to 60
words

Address

Kaplan students will be.

Soc. #_

Free Informational Seminar
February 9, 6-8 pm
Including FREE test taking tips)

1x3

Display ad
y up to 35
words
W
$10

Phone #
Size

1x3 = 810
1x5 = 820
Classified = 8
Color
YES
NO = 8
Word Count
Message:

Room 208 Hanna

Classified ad

Don't risk being partially prepared.

3 line minimum
80 0 per line

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

Trishia,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Whol

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

Detach A return to SOt West Hall before the deadline.
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Classes start at BG March 2
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Kaplan offers
course for test
preparation

Taking aim

by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

Tkr BC Nesi/Kelly Lurdrckr

Freshman Kevin Gormlsh draws a sight on a ball In a fraternity
pool tournament at the University Union last Monday night. The

annual tournament series began last night, and Is being held every
Monday night for the next month.

USG president will testify
Jackson to talk in favor of bill to give students voting power
"This bill enables students to
become members of their universities' board of trustees and
Undergraduate Student have voting rights," Racconte
Government President Jason said. "This bill will force adminJackson will testify on behalf of a istrators to take students' conbill to give students voting power cerns seriously."
Jackson will be testifying duron their universities' board of
trustees before the Ohio House ing the proponent hearing, which
is the time when supporters of
of Representatives today.
Jackson will be In Columbus the bill testify as to why it is in
testifying for the Ohio Student the best interests of the House to
Association in support of the Suit pass the bill.
Jackson said he will stress that
of Trustees bill currently under
University students are responconsideration in the House.
OSA President Mark Racconte sible and can be trusted with the
said he believes the bill, if ap- great responsibility of being votproved, will greatly enhance the ing trustees.
"There is that perspective that
voice students have at their unistudents are irresponsible and
versities.
by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

can't be trusted," Jackson said. The Ohio State University.
"More than anything else, we
want to show the House how false
Racconte is expecting the
a perspective it is. Hopefully, House to vote on the bill someHouse members will see how re- time in March If it is approved,
sponsible the student trustees the Senate is expected to vote on
are and how seriously they take it sometime in April.
their job."
Both Racconte and Jackson
Jackson is one of four OSA
representatives testifying. The said they are cautiously optimisother three are student leaders tic the bill will pass. If the bill is
from the University of Cincin- approved, Voinovich has pledged
nati, Kent State University and to sign it.
•••v.;..;..;..;..;..j..;.4;..j..{..}..;..;..;..;..j..t..j,,*..;.,;,.j,,;,.f.,t..;..j..;..j.,t,
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CONGRATULATIONS
PHI ETA SIGMA
NEW OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian

There are certain situations that make even the most confident
students a little nervous.
One of those situations is almost certainly the taking of a standardized test to get into college like the SAT, ACT or the various admissions tests to get into graduate school.
One way for a student to calm his or her nervousness is to take a
test preparation class. One of the best known organizations that give
test preparation classes is Kaplan.
Kaplan is the largest test organization in the country. It was started
by Stanley Kaplan more than fifty years ago. Today it is a nationwide
organization, which is owned by The Washington Post, that helps students prepare for both college admissions and graduate school admissions.
Mathew Scheiber is the manager of the Toledo division of Kaplan.
He is currently planning to bring several preparation tests to Bowling Green. Previously, students had to go to Toledo to take the test.
"Kaplan offers students a total training program with a large depth
of material in a live classroom setting," Scheiber said. "We usually
obtain previous tests of the subject the students are studying from
and use them as practice tests."
One University student who's currently taking advantage of Kaplan is Barbara Sarchet. Sarchet, a junior biology major, is currently
taking the Medical College Admission Test preparatory class here on
campus.
"The best thing about taking Kaplan is that I'm preparing for the
test now," said Sarchet. "I probably wouldn't have started studying
as early as January if I didn't have this course [she'll be taking the
MCAT in April K
"The study guide books and practice tests are terrific," Sarchet
said. "I knew science before but I didn't know how to answer the
questions as well as I do now. I really think I have a chance to greatly
improve my score."
According to Scheiber, students that take Kaplan go up by an average of about 115 points on their SAT s. About one-fifth of the students
make improvements of more than 200 points.
Another thing Kaplan advises students to do is take their graduate
admission tests early.
„

Alpha Gamma Delta

Alpha Gamma Delta

The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE

%

Valentines Cards, Candy,
CreataCard, Gifts & Clothing

|
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1994 Spring Pledge Class!

at the University Bookstore

i

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING M-TH 8-6, FRI 8-5, SAT 9-5
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Shannon Collins
Jennifer Czerwinski
Jennifer Gibson
Deanna Giordano
Kelly Hohler

Proudly Present the

Amy Mr kin mm

Jannclle Monnin
Jennifer Paul
Colleen Saringer
Kelly Thompson
Jill Wooten

*

Heather Hammer
Heidi Stout
Carly Pummell
Becky Fairman
Julie Ford
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Experience Before

DRY CLEANING and SHOE REPAIR

• • • •►- Satisfaction Guaranteed!
(419) S52-S3S7
Mon. - Sat. 7 am. * 9 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.

m

YouGi
We are looking (or
sales representatives
to seil for BGSU
Directories.

25% Off i 20% Off

Any Shoe Repair .

Suits & Pants

J S'MART i S'MART L
DRYCLEANINCand SHOE REPAIR

■

DRVCUANINGind SHOE Rf PAIR

Alpha Gamma Delta

TOR VON!

IT;

S'MART
Located in your
Bowling Green WAL-MART,
is where you'll find the one-stop
convenience, quality, and low prices
you've been looking for.

Alpha Gamma Delta

/

v

• Earn serious Money
• Work flexible hours
• Make a commitment
from March to June
• Gain valuable contacts
• Must have own car

FaB/Suraraer Positions
March Through July

OdudM Raw llama
DRV CLEANING OM.V
EVM 2/»»4
E«»et?.?&W
■ Coupon mual accompany Incoming ■<■>■ Coupon mual accompany Incoming ortarj

Mow that's S'MART!

Apply at 204 West Hal. Application deadline Feb. 20th, S pm or cal 372-2805
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Alternative homes
making comeback

Now that's a snowbrush

by Diana Smith
College Press Service
At one cooperative house at Stanford University, residents are
known to explore "less-clothed states of being," while another accommodates the needs of vegetarian students.
Cooperative houses, once all the rage in the 1970s, are regaining
popularity in the 1990s, although for different reasons. With the high
cost of tuition, room and board, more college students are seeking
alternative housing that fits their budgets as well as their lifestyles
and academic pursuits.
"This is the '90s, and students are scraping," acknowledges
Theresa Johnson of the Stanford News Bureau.
The residents also think cooperative houses are more fun than
dorm living. "We take a lot of pride in the house," said Ann Luetkemeyer, a senior American Studies major, who has lived at the Enchanted Broccoli Forest for three years along with 51 other graduate
and undergraduate students. About half of the residents are vegetarian.
"We all take turns cooking and cleaning - we have live bands every
other Wednesday night. Everything is entirely student-run."
In most cooperative houses, students pay a lower fee per semester
or quarter for food and utilities than they would in regular residence
halls or apartments. They share rooms and facilities and pitch in on
common chores such as cooking and cleaning. At Stanford, the cost
runs about $450 per quarter, about one-third of what dormitory food
service would cost.
"That's a big draw," Luetkemeyer said. "And I think our food is
just as good, or better, than you'd get in most campus dorms."
The result is a living arrangement that encourages independence
while fostering responsibility to carry out chores as promised. In cooperative houses, you don't "forget" to cook dinner without incurring
the wrath of fellow residents.
Other universities also have created or endorse the concept of "affinity" houses for students of similar backgrounds or academic pursuits who need the support such housing provides.
For instance, Dartmouth College, which has the highest percentage
of Native-American enrollment in the nation, has a Native-American
house where students live in a culturally supportive atmosphere, said
Alex Huppe, director of Dartmouth's News Service.
Cultural and ethnic theme houses have become important in recent
years. Going away to college is difficult enough for the average student, and living with others who have similar backgrounds and experiences can help ease the transition.
In addition, some traditional sororities and fraternities are changing to accomodate new lifestyle needs. Some previously all-male and
all-female clubs are going co-ed and creating their own cooperative
houses, Huppe said. "I guess that rather than being patriarchies and
matriarchies, they are panarachies," he said.
Most major universities also have acknowledged the value of
having students with similar interests or backgrounds living in the
same residence hall floor or in the same building.
For example, at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Fla., women majoring in science, math and engineering have a residence hall
floor on which they can elect to live. Women in math and science have
a high incidence of switching to other fields or dropping out. Living
in a supportive environment is important, said Rita Moser, director
of housing.
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Jobhunters need experience
Resumes, cover letters, networking aid in employment search
at George Mason University in
Fairfax, Va., says career development centers at most schools
Volunteer work and graduate offer free services such as reschool are viable options for sume critiques, workshops on
those who, for whatever reasons, interviewing skills, networking
want to put off diving into the job and more.
Knowing where to start looking
market. However, not everyone
can get into graduate school and for a job is the first step. The
many volunteer organizations employment section of the newscan be as selective in choosing paper seems like the most logical
candidates for positions as cor- place to start, yet Stennett said
that more emphasis should be
poration employers.
So many are forced to dive placed on networking.
"Consider everyone a potential
right into the job application pool
fresh out of college. But without contact for you," she said.
a graduate degree or a year of Friends who have graduated, relvolunteer service under their atives, professors and your
belts, how can these candidates friends' parents are all potential
networking opportunities. Many
compete?
Beverly Stennett, a counselor professional associations have
at the career development center college chapters. These provide
by John Tutlle
College Press Service

1994 Master Teacher Award
Nomination Form
Although there are many attributes which make your nominee a "Master Teacher*, the
following criteria, along with the consideration of class size, subject matter, and grade level of
the student, have been established to aid in the selection process.
Your nominee should:
* Have taught a minimum of three years full time at the University, not including
graduate or visiting status.
* Have scholarly knowledge of the subject matter.
* Present the material in an organized and effective manner that is relevant to the
subject taught.
* Be employed full time by the University.
PLEASE

NCWI/ROM

A University groundskeeper uses a tractor with a reverse-rotating weather ended Monday afternoon, followed t>y accumulating,
brush to sweep snow off the sidewalk In front of Rodger* Quadra- blowing and drifting snow.
ngle early Tuesday morning. The unseasonably clear and sunny

excellent networking opportunities, as well.
Stennett said not to ignore published ads. "About 20 percent of
your emphasis should be on the
classifieds."
According to Stennett, both the
cover letter and the resume
should match what the employer
wants. By this point in the job
search, everyone should have a
resume, which should include:
O Education - List, in reverse
chronological order, colleges attended and their locations, your
major and degree and your GPA
if it is above a 3.2
O Work Experience - List,
again in reverse chronological
order, any jobs or internships,
even if they are unpaid. Explain
your duties at these jobs and ac-

centuate the positive, but don't
be too creative. Employers know
that "custodial engineers" are
janitors.
n Activities - List extracurricular, sports and community
activities, which can be great
places to develop leadership
skills. Be sure your prospective
employer knows about them.
3 Don't include personal information such as height, weight,
hair color or other irrelevant
facts. They're likely to get more
laughs than telephone calls.
There are dozens of books on how
to write a good resume. Many are
worth the investment.
You can't judge a book by its
cover, but you can judge a resume by its cover letter.

1994
UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
MASTER TEACHER
AWARD
. .

_F0LDHERE_

CM

PRINT

Dept..
Name of Nominee.
Your Name_
Your B.G.S.U. Status (circle one)
FR
SO
JR
SR
GRAD
Please comment on why you believe that this person is a "Master Teacher".

_FAC

MASTER TEACHER AWARD
C/O TINA DIETRICH
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER

Is your nominee willing to assist students in solving individual and group problems and
available for out-of-class counseling? Please cite examples.

_FOLD HERE_
Does your nominee stimulate the intellect of students, encourage critical thinking, and
question our surrounding environment? Please cite examples.

How does your nominee effectively communicate goals and objectives?

DEADLINE: March 1, 1994
If you have any questions, please contact Tina Dietrich (Master Teacher Award Chairperson)
at 372-4079 or Cindy Oxender (UAA advisor) at 372-2701.

The Alumni Association and the Undergraduate Alumni Association (UAA) are once
again proud to announce the search for the B.G.S.U. Master Teacher.
1994 marks the thirteenth consecutive year for this prestigious award that you, the
students and faculty, can participate in by nominating one of B.G.S.U.'s professors. The
recipient will receive a monetary award of $1,000 and the honorable recognition as the 1994
Master Teacher. Also, the winner will receive a personal plaque and have his or her name
engraved on a permanent plaque at the Alumni Center.
To nominate your Master Teacher, simply complete the nomination form on the back of
this sheet, and mail it, via campus mail, to :
Master Teacher Award, c/o Tina Dietrich, Mileti Alumni Center.
"The following professors are past recipients of the Master Teacher
Award, therefore, are Ineligible this year: Raymond Tucker, Steven Ludd,
Peter Hutchlnson, Carl Holmberg, Robert Romans, Martha Rogers, Elizabeth
Allgeler, Nell Browne, Cynthia Stong, Ruth Olscamp, Lee Meserve, and W.
Robert Midden.
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Grocery
begins
delivery
service
by Jonathan Broadfoot
News staff writer
Another customer-oriented innovation is underway in the
Toledo area.
Food Town is the first retail
chain in the Toledo area to provide a grocery delivery service.
The new interactive service Is
a joint venture between Seaway
Food Town Inc., American Online
and Shoppers Express.
Online subscribers are able to
electronically order their groceries 24 hours a day, seven days a
week from Food Town stores In
the Toledo area. Online shoppers
can choose from over 10,000
products including perishables,
grocery and health and beauty
items.
"Food Town is always looking
for ways to provide customers
and businesses with new and innovative services to help make
their shopping experience more
rewarding. With electronic home
shopping, customers are able to
shop our entire store in minutes,"
said Rich Iott, Seaway Food
Town Inc. president.
The orders are carefully selected by specially trained Food
Town employees and delivered
Monday through Friday.
Items will be delivered by vans
equipped with refrigerated compartments for groceries that
need to be kept cold or frozen,
according to Pat Nowak, Food
Town director of public relations
and consumer affairs.
The service can be paid for by
personal check or credit card.
However, a fee of $5 applies to
each order.
"It'll be interesting to see how
many people take advantage of
this new service," Nowak said.
Saving time for consumers and
making shopping convenient are
the two main objectives of this
delivery service.
"In this society, with people
"biting the bullet' [so to speak],
they try to be in two places at the
same time," Nowak said.
People can now kill two birds
with one stone. Shoppers can now
call from their office at work and
order groceries to be delivered to
their homes, said Nowak.
According to Steve Sorg, manager of Food Town Plus in Bowling Green, although the Bowling
Green store is not offering
grocery delivery service now,
small businesses can directly order office supplies to be delivered to their door.
Seaway Food Town Inc. is looking to offer the grocery delivery
service to the Bowling Green
area within the next year, according to Nowak.

Security stymies shoplifters
by Tan Stubbs
News staff writer
A customer is shopping and realizes
she might not have enough money for all
of the things she wants ... so she decides
to slip an extra Item into her jacket and
walk out of the store.
What the customer does not realize is
the shopper next to her may be hired security.
Steven Lab, director of the criminal
justice department, said many stores
either make use of existing employees or
hire new employees to dress and act like
a shopper. Hired shoppers do just that,
shop - and keep their eyes and ears open
for shoplifters.
Wal-Mart is one retail store that makes
use of a secret shopper or what they call
floorwalkers.
Store Manager Tim Gunzburg said
shoplifting is not a problem at the store.
He said they have never caught anyone
shoplifting primarily because they try to
discourage it through store policies.
"We do not try to apprehend shoplifters," Gunzburg said. "We try to discourage."
Gunzburg said Wal-Mart makes use of
associates to control the shoplifting prob-

2 Bdrm. Furnished
No more walking
Extra storage
Plenty of Parking

special training on how to watch people
or how to follow someone and keep him
or her in sight without being conspicuous.
Once the shoplifter is caught, security
has the right to detain the suspect either
physically or mentally, Lab said.
However, the secret shopper does not
have the right to frisk the shoplifter. If
the secret shopper believes there is a
weapon involved he or she can take it
away.
The secret shopper can truest the
shoplifter empty his or her pockets and
ask the offender basic questions.
Lab said the customer needs to be given the opportunity to prove his or her innocence.
He suggests saying something like "I
saw you conceal that, show me where you
laid it down.
"If the shopper cannot show you where
they laid it down you have a good basis to
hold them."
The hired security may also want to
have some idea of self defense. There
needs to be some idea of how much force
to use and when to quit, Lab said.
Lab said most retail stores will have
some kind of security. How much securi-

ty there is depends on the company. It
can vary by year.
Lab said although some customers
shoplift, the biggest problems concern
employees of the store.
"Most retail stores are more concerned
with catching employees," Lab said.
To combat the problem, most retail
stores also hire someone who goes from
store to store. If an employee is going to
steal something, most likely a receipt
will not be given.
Most often, an employee will charge
the correct price for an item but ring it
up for the wrong price and pocket the
money. The best way to catch this kind of
activity is to perform spot checks. If the
drawer is plus money the employee has
probably been trying to steal.
Lab said employees need to be aware
they do not know who is behind a camera
or mirrors.
There are all kinds of ways to be made
aware of criminal activity, Lab said. It
can become quite expensive. The retail
store does not make money hiring security and it is hard to keep track of how
much money is actually saved.

City agrees to WBGU-TV 27 chosen
give gravesite Campus station to participate in math project
by Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The city agreed
Tuesday to donate a cemetery
plot for a woman whose embalmed body has been lying in a funeral home for two months.
But the issue of who is going to
pay for Catherine Jeffries' coffin
must be resolved before she can
rest In peace.
"I'd be willing to forgo all of
my services if the family would
just pay for the casket," said
Dorothy Day, director of House
of Day Funeral Service. She said
the cheapest casket was $400.
Jeffries' daughter, Leona Jeffries, said she did not know if she
would buy the casket from Day
because she is angry at the way
she claims the funeral home
treated her family.
"I don't know what else she
wants," said Jeffries, 35, a home
nursing aide. "It's her fault that
I'm going through this and that
my mother had to sit there all
this time."
Catherine Jeffries, 66, of
Toledo, died of a heart attack in a
Columbus hospital Dec. 17. She
was a prisoner of the Ohio Reformatory for Women in Marysville when she died.
She was serving a 25-year sentence for aggravated burglary
and grand theft with violence and
had been in prison since 1989.
Jeffries said she wanted her
mother buried at Forest

520 East ReedACROSS FROM
CAMPUS!
•
•
•
•

lem. They have a "10-feet" rule for associates that makes it difficult for shoppers
to have time alone to shoplift.
"With personalized service it makes it
difficult to shoplift," said Gunzburg.
Lab said the basic rule for security is to
dress like the public. Security people
need to look like they are shopping.
"The basic rule of thumb is to try and
dress like the public," Lab said.
Lab said once the security person catches the shoplifter, he or she needs to
keep that person in sight until the he or
she leaves the store. If the suspect is accused of stealing the merchandise inside
the store, the shopper could say he or she
did not mean to steal.
The suspected shoplifter could also say
he or she needed a place to store the item
until he or she is ready to check out, although law dictates even this is a crime.
"Security needs to see them take the
merchandise, see them conceal it and see
them leave the store," Lab said.
Lab said anyone can do the job. Secret
shoppers do not need to take specific
training classes. However, secret shoppers should know something about the
law.
The secret shopper may need some

Cemetery in Toledo, where Catherine's oldest son, Cornell Jeffries, was buried. So she gave
$150 to House of Day to pick up
her mother's body from Columbus.
Jeffries said she thought the
city would pay for the burial, including the coffin, because her
mother was a Toledo resident before she went to prison and was
poor.
Thomas Bialecki, Forest
Cemetery superintendent, said
the city would have buried her if
no one had picked up her body in
Columbus.
At that point, the burial became the family's expense. It
costs $660 for a plot at the city
cemetery, Bialecki said.
Jeffries said she did not know
that when she had her mother
picked up. She said someone at
the funeral home should have
told her.
Jeffries did not have the
money for the burial, so Catherine's body stayed at the funeral
home.
Bialecki waived the $660 fee
Tuesday.
"The city of Toledo is just going to donate the grave. We feel
sorry for this lady. We hope we
don't open up a can of worms
with this. But something has to
be done," Bialecki said.

by James Carpenter
News contributing reporter
The University-managed television station,
WBGU-TV 27, has been chosen to participate in
a national educational service organized by the
Public Broadcasting Service.
PBS' MATHLINE is the nation's first telecommunications-based mathematics project
aimed at improving the skills of math instructors and their students, according to Tim Smith,
WBGU-TV 27 promotions director.
The first initiative of MATHLINE is geared
toward middle school teachers. The "Middle
School Math Project" features videos to help
teach math in new ways, two national videoconferences for participants and an "electronic
learning community," which allows teachers in
various parts of the country to be in contact with
each other.
WBGU-TV will deliver the service to schools
in 19 counties throughout northwest and west
central Ohio. Unveiled in May 1993. MATHLINE
will be available beginning In the fall.

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK, ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.

Middle school teachers in the area will come
to the station and use the service and then apply
what they learned in their classrooms, Smith
said.
The local affiliate is one of 20 stations nationwide involved in this ground-breaking program, Smith said. Other cities receiving this
service include New York City, Los Angeles, St.
Paul/Minneapolis and Cleveland.
There are 340 PBS licensees in the country, all
of which were eligible to apply for the service.
The stations were then selected based on their
applications, he said.
"We have a strong link to the schools of
Northwest Ohio," Smith said. "We help teachers
with their professional development. WBGU Is
concerned with the delivery of services as opposed to just broadcasting."
The MATHLINE service is receiving attention and praise from Governor George Voinovich.
"I am delighted that WBGU has been selected
to participate in the PBS Mathline Initiative,"
Voinovich said.

READY FOR THE

Akohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink.'
MOTORCYCLE Stf ETY FOUNDATION

Bowling Green State University \
WINTER GARAGE SALE
WHEN:
WHERE:

TUESDAY FEB. 15,1934
NOON -5PM
Old Art Annex at East Reed Street
(North End)

Item lor ait Include: For Madntosh Plus Computen, with keyboard, external
drive and 4mg memory - S325.00 n. One Macintosh SE computer, with keyboard, 4
mg memory and ImageWriter II printer - S500.00. Several IBM PC's with
keytoantt, dual 380 K nappy drives 8 parallel ports. A few have game and serial
ports. Astarted Macintosh Computers - worUng order. Prices tram S225 to S300,
depentna on RUM. lOmg and I5mg hart disk drives without MFM controlcarts,
assortsd sizes of nunoenrome nwnltars, various other comouter relatBd Itens
Including IfnageWrltar printers I and II. Also: assorted couches, chairs, end tables,
dressers, student roorn desks, cameil and boied rmxl products, and misc. household
cleaning Items.

Kaplan wants to
make sure you are.
Free Informational Seminar
February 9, 8-10 pm
(Including FREE test taking tips)
Room 208 Hanna

Master the LSAT.
Call 1-800-KAP TEST.

ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS, MERE IS, Nil NO WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES IMPLIED
OR EXPRESSED BTIER VERBALLY OR IN WRITING. ALL SALES ARE FINAL ■ NO
REFUNDS. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FDR REMOVAL OF ITEM IE DAY OF SALE TIE
UNIVERSITY DOES NOT PROVIDE A DELIVERY SERV1CL CASI, DHL. OR
UNIVERSITY EMPLOYS ClARfiE ONLY. NOTE UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES NNJ NJNJ
TO CIARGE MUST CONTACT TIE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT PRIOR
TO TIE SALE AND OBTAIN AN AUTIOnZATION TO CURSE FORM.

KAPLAN

Fur tfiir InformUon may bi obtilnad by contactbig
kivontiry Mimgemnt it tit ■ Z121
l-Noonwn'1-S

Classes start at BG March 2
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Skater endures grief Bush supports
Ohio candidate
Punsalan to perform despite family problems
by John Nolan
The Associated Press

by Lisa Cornwall
The Associated Press

ELYRIA, Ohio - Olympic
skater Elizabeth Punsalan wept
as she and her sister each
placed a red rose on their father's casket Tuesday at the
close of a graveside service.
Punsalan's husband, her
mother and two of her three
brothers also placed roses on
the casket before leaving the
snow-covered Brookdale
Cemetery about 30 miles west
of Cleveland.
Meanwhile, Punsalan's third
brother, Ricardo Punsalan,
remained in the Lorain County
Jail. He is accused of killing
his father.
Dr. Ernesto R. Punsalan, 57,
was stabbed Friday as he slept
in his home in the Lake Erie
shoreline community of Sheffield Lake about 20 miles west
of Cleveland.
Ricardo Punsalan, 20, on
Monday pleaded innocent to a
charge of aggravated murder.
He was ordered held without
bail, and his case was turned
over to a Lorain County grand
juryDuring a funeral Mass Tuesday morning at St. Thomas the
Apostle Church in Sheffield
Lake, the Rev. John McCaffrey
asked the congregation's
prayers for all of the Punsalans, including Ricardo.
"All five of his children,
without exception, continue to
be recipients of their father's
love," McCaffrey told about
200 friends and relatives of

AP Photo/Tony Dtjak

Olympic skater Elizabeth Punsalan and ber husband and skating
partner Jerod Swallow leave St. Thomas the Apostle Church
Tuesday in Sheffield Lake, Ohio, after a funeral mass for her
father. Dr. Ernesto R. Punsalan.
Punsalan, who was a surgeon.
He said Ernesto Punsalan
had planned to travel with his
family to Lillehammer, Norway, this month to see his
daughter Elizabeth compete in
the Olympics with her husband

and skating
Swallow.

partner, Jerod

"Elizabeth said she knows
her father will be at her competition with her, and I believe
that too," McCaffrey said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
'

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available

ble Iraqi takeover of Saudi Arabia.

CINCINNATI -- George Bush
said Tuesday he is adjusting to
life as a private citizen - even
when that means cleaning
windows.
"I don't plan
to run for anything. Barbara
doesn't plan to
run for anything, although
I'm sure she'd
get elected if
she did," the
former president, now a
Houston resident, told a campaign breakfast
for a Republican congressional
candidate.
Bush said he is getting used to
doing chores like cleaning
windows and walking the dog because he no longer has a White
House staff to handle those jobs.
But Bush, who lost the presidency to Bill Clinton in 1992, has
not lost his interest in politics.
He said the United States has
lost respect overseas because
Clinton has hesitated to deploy
U.S. armed forces.
He said the nation backed away
from Haiti after sending a military ship there in October 1993 in
an ill-fated effort to support a
United Nations plan to restore
Jean-Bertrand Aristide as Haiti's
president.
"A group of thugs showed up
on the dock and the American
ship did a 180 [degree turn] and
disappeared over the horizon,"
Bush said. "That's not leadership. That tiny incident sent a
message around the world.

"If I'd have sat around and
waited for somebody else to decide, Saddam Hussein would
have been in Riyadh now and
we'd be paying $10 a gallon for
gasoline," Bush said. Riyadh is
the capital of Saudi Arabia.
White House spokeswoman
Lisa Mortman did not return two
phone calls seeking a response to
Bush's remarks.
Bush spoke at a fund-raiser for
the re-election of Rep. Rob Portman, R-Ohio. Portman served the
Bush White House as a lawyer
and liaison to Congress.

"I don't plan to run
for anything.
Barbara doesn't plan
to run for anything,
although I'm sure
she'd get elected if
she did."
former president George
Bush,
Portman aide Annette Wishard
said the $100-a-plate breakfast
attracted 1.2(H) people to raise
$120,000. Portman won a May
1993 special election to fill the
unexpired term of Republican
Bill Gradison, who resigned from
the 2nd District seat.
Portman, a former Gradison
aide, has no announced Democratic opponent.

"The United States can't wait
Tim Burke, Hamilton County's
for someone else to decide," he Democratic Party chairman,
said. "We cannot have stop-and- chided Portman for raising big
start leadership."
money despite the lack of opposition.
Bush said he did not waver in
assembling an international co"That's the same thing that Bill
alition to drive Saddam Hussein's Gradison did for years. Portman
Iraqi troops out of Kuwait. He is simply emulating that. That's
suggested that thwarted a possi- what he was taught," Burke said.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
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Governor
pushes
farm
exports
by John Chaltant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Gov.
George Voinovich shared
the spotlight with a pig and
two chickens Tuesday as he
tried to sow seeds of expansion for exports of state
agricultural products.
Voinovich, standing behind tables loaded with
Ohio-produced products
already sent overseas,
urged agribusinesses to
participate In a trade mission he will lead to Mexico
in April.
"One of the things that
bothers me about our trips
overseas Is that so often
after we come back, people
say, 'Jeez, if I'd known
about it I would have
gone,"' he said at a news
conference.
"We know there are more
people out there in this
state that have products
that would go over in Mexico, but in order to do that
they've got to get on board
and work with us," Voinovich said.
Processed food sales to
Mexico from Ohio increased from $3 million in
1987 to $25 million In 1992.
Total agricultural exports
from Ohio rose from $546
million in 1990 to $812 million In 1992.
The Ohio Department of
Agriculture has participated in trade shows in
Mexico, Japan, Hong Kong,
Europe and Canada. Ohio
pork producers traveled to
Mexico in December 1992
on a department-sponsored
mission.
Fred Dailey, department
director, predicted Mexico
would become a good market for Ohio agriculture.
"We'll soon have 100 million people there and we
want to make sure we want
to continue to capitalize on
that market," Dailey said.
Voinovich said agribusiness will be the most
recruited industry group
for the April 24-28 mission
he will lead to Mexico, a
trip he said was appropriate
since passage of the North
American Free Trade
Agreement.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond

ARMY ROTC

Welcome into the bonds of Delta Gamma

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAN TAIL

For detuils see Major Holmes,
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or call 372-2476
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Woman
breaks
18-year
silence

Mudslides strike California
by Jeff Wilson

The Associated Press

AP Pkoto/Chril Martini!
Joe Wbltcombe, left, and Carol Sioinski Jump across a muddy
road to get to their rented apartment on Pacific Coast Highway
to assess flood damage Tuesday in Mallbu, Calif. A fierce winter
storm Monday brought tons of mud and debris onto the highway
and Into people's homes.

MALIBU, Calif. - Fires level
1,000 homes. An earthquake
kills 61 people. Now, Southern
California has a new disaster:
mudslides.
Cars were buried, people
were plucked from upper floor
windows and houses were
swamped as heavy rain unleashed tons of mud and debris
from fire-scarred mountains.
No injuries were reported.
On Tuesday, bulldozers and
dump trucks plowed up to 3
feet of muck from Pacific
Coast Highway at Big Rock
Canyon, where at least 10
beachfront homes were damaged in Monday's cloudburst.
Storm-tossed waves 8 feet high
plowed into home pilings, shaking the structures much like
last month's deadly earthquake.
"We have the fire, the earthquake, the mud and now we're
worried about the surf. What
could be next?" said resident
Carrie Sutton, whose house
wasn't damaged.
Besides the mudslides, the
storm unleashed high wind that
toppled trees, shattered
windows and downed power
lines.
At the height of the downpour, about two dozen people

were plucked from secondstory windows by bulldozers. A
five-mile stretch of the coastal
highway remained closed
Tuesday.
"I should have stayed in Illinois. I should have been a farmer," said Larry Myers, a Pepperdine University graduate
student from Avon, 111., as he
surveyed his debris-filled
home.
Nearby beachfront homes
owned by Janet Jackson, Bruce
Willis and Demi Moore escaped damage.
Also unscathed were Broad
Beach homes owned by Jack
Lemmon, Sylvester Stallone,
Frank Sinatra, Steven Spielberg, Eddie Van Halen and Mel
Gibson.
About 25 Malibu homes were
damaged, with estimated losses of about $1.6 million, said
sheriff's Deputy Diane Hecht.
The damage could have been
worse without the frantic hillside reseeding and sandbagging following the Nov. 2 arson
fire that scorched 18,500 acres
of the Santa Monica Mountains
in Mallbu
Almost two dozen wildfires
burned from Ventura County
to the Mexico border in late
October and early November,
killing four people and destroying about 1,000 houses. Many
were blamed on arson.

As dump trucks hauled tons
of goo from the coastal highway and dumped it into the
ocean, sunshine poked through
the clouds. Bikers and joggers
emerged and dogs ran along
the beach.
Isolated showers and thunderstorms lingered over the
region, and more heavy rain
was predicted for next week.
"We are going to have to rebag and rebag quickly," said
Sarah Maurice, spokeswoman
for the city of 15,000 located on
the coast 25 miles west of Los
Angeles. "Los Angeles has its
own troubles from the quake
and we just can't ask them for
a hand."
Malibu sustained minimal
damage in the quake.
In fire-scarred Altadena,
about 10 miles northeast of
downtown Los Angeles, up to 5
feet of mud smashed through
sandbag berms and chased residents from 40 homes. At least
12 people were temporarily
stranded, and five homes sustained water damage, sheriff's
I.i. Jim Hays said.
In Laguna Beach, where
wildfires destroyed 366 homes,
extensive sandbagging and debris dams kept hillsides intact.

by Deb Rlechmann
The Associated Press

But other parts of Orange
County south of Los Angeles
were battered by high wind.

Admiral accused o/Tailhook coverup
ual misconduct at earlier Tailhook meetings. Had they done so, Vest said, "a high
probability exists that both the assaults
NORFOLK, Va. - The testimony of and much of the Navy's embarrassment
Adm. Frank B. Kelso II in the 1991 Tail- could have befen avoided."
The dismissals leave only one case
hook scandal was rejected Tuesday by a
military judge who accused the Navy's pending in the investigation of the scantop officer of witnessing sexual miscon- dal that damaged the Top Gun image of
Navy and Marine Corps aviators. Of 140
duct and trying to cover it up.
The judge, Navy Capt. William T. Vest cases, no one was ever court-martialed
Jr., made his comments in dismissing and about 50 received administrative
charges against three Navy aviators who discipline.
"That fact that here it is over two years
contended their cases were tainted by
later and nothing has occurred, to me it's
Kelso's actions.
He also accused the Navy's top brass of outrageous," said Karen Johnson,
not paying attention to instances of sex- national secretary for the National Orby Joe Taylor
The Associated Press

ganization for Women and a retired Air
Force lieutenant colonel.
Pentagon investigators concluded that
83 women were assaulted or molested at
the convention, many of them on the
third floor of the Las Vegas Hilton,
where men lined the hallway on Saturday
night, Sept. 7, 1991, and grabbed women
as they tried to pass.
Kelso, chief of naval operations, "manipulated the initial investigative process
and the subsequent [discipline] process
in a manner designed to shield his personal involvement in Tailhook "91," Vest
wrote in his decision.
The judge concluded that Kelso was

"in error" when he testified that he didn't
go to the third floor that Saturday night
and didn't see any misconduct.
"This court specifically finds Adm. Kelso visited the third deck patio at some
time during the evening hours," Vest
wrote.
"This court further finds Adm. Kelso
was exposed to incidents of inappropriate behavior while on the patio on Saturday evening, including public nudity
and 'leg-shaving'activities."
Kelso, who is scheduled to retire in
July, declined comment. The Navy was
reviewing the decision and declined
comment.

HAGERSTOWN, Md. - Bee
and Jack Goldman used to talk to
their daughter every Sunday at a
home for the mentally retarded.
Those conversations abruptly
stopped 18 years ago when Carol
Goldman had a seizure, hit her
head and stopped talking.
Until last week.
"I held up one finger and I said.
What is this?' She said 'One,' "
said Mrs. Goldman, who had
raced to her daughter's room
after a therapist told her Carol
had spoken.
"I said 'Who am I?' and she
said, 'Mom.' It was like the blood
rushed out of my head. I pointed
to him [Jack] and she said, 'Dad.'
"We went bananas!"
Carol, 42, learned to walk and
talk, to dress herself and make
her bed, but never read above a
fourth-grade level.
Carol was living at a home for
the retarded in Albany, N.Y.,
when she suffered the seizure.
After three months in a coma,
she was transferred to the
Western Maryland Center, a
state-run hospital for rehabilitative and chronically ill patients.
Over time, she became more
responsive.
"She could shake her head yes
or no, point to words on a communication board," Goldman
said. "We knew she had memory
because we would ask her questions about the family, but she
never spoke a word."
But no one was prepared for
her to begin speaking again after
18 years.
"Although rare, there have
been previous cases where sudden improvement has occurred,
but it is very unusual," said Dr.
Carl Fischer, administrator at
Western Maryland Center.

COME PACK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS" TONIGHT... BEAT BALL STATE!
WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00... COME WIN CASH IN THE HALFTIME JACKPOT!
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Love lasts all year - but one special day, Feb. 14,
is set aside to celebrate the feeling. The best way
to show how you feel is a gift from Klotz Flower Farm.

or your one
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Carefully arranged or wrapped
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Japanese reveal
major economic
reform package
by Laura King
The Associated Press
TOKYO -- Seeking to jolt Japan out of its worst recession since
World War II, the government on Tuesday announced its biggest economic recovery package ever. But a bitter trade battle with the
United States threatened to steal the spotlight.
The long-awaited $140 billion economic stimulus package includes
$54 billion in tax cuts, plus major public-works
spending and measures to promote investment.
"At a time when our economy is struggling, it will
help the recovery blossom," Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa said of the plan's centerpiece, the
tax cut.
The nation's chief economic planner, Manae Kubota, told reporters the package was expected to
lead to economic growth of at least 2 percent in the
coming fiscal year beginning April 1.
The measures were welcomed in financial circles, where players for months have sought
government steps to spur the economy. They were announced after
markets had closed for the day Tuesday in Tokyo, but word that the
package was imminent boosted stock prices.
The recovery plan, announced three days before Hosokawa is to
meet President Clinton in Washington, was also expected to be well
received by U.S. officials. The Clinton administration wants Japan to
get its ailing economy back on track in order to boost demand for
American imports and bring down Japan's huge trade surplus.
But any satisfaction in Washington over the stimulus package is
likely to be overshadowed by a trade dispute that threatened to boil
over on the summit's eve.
The two sides were holding final talks in Washington in an attempt
to reach an accord before Friday's Hosokawa-Clinton talks. A Clinton
administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
United States was poised to walk out of the talks unless prospects for
a deal improved in a hurry.
U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor, leaving Tokyo last week
after a round of all-but-fruitless negotiations, stopped short of
threatening U.S. trade sanctions. But he said "other options" could be
brought to bear in the event of a trade impasse.
Japan said Tuesday that any U.S. attempts at punishment would be
counterproductive.
"Resorting to harsh measures in response to our trade problems
will not produce any positive results," said a high-ranking Foreign
Ministry official, speaking on condition of anonymity.

*

Dead buried in Sarajevo
Stadium struck by Serb cannon, mortar emplacements
by Tony Smith
The Associated Press
SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - Ten years after
welcoming the world's finest
athletes to the 1984 Winter
Games, Sarajevo marked the
anniversary Tuesday by laying
to rest more of its war dead in
the shadow of the wrecked
Olympic stadium.
The stadium, now a base for
French peacekeepers, has been
ruined by shelling In a
22-month war that has killed
more than 200,000 Muslims,
Serbs and Croats. The Bosnian
capital is a shell of its former
self, ringed by Serbian gunners
in the hills who fire on their
enemies below.
One shelling Saturday killed
68 market-goers and injured
200 others.
So, it was perhaps no surprise that Sarajevo observed
the anniversary of its Winter
Games with more funerals and
rage at the Serb gunners who
"have broken the Olympic record in murder."
In the shadow of Zetra stadium, where the Olympic
flame was lighted Feb. 8, 1984,
20 victims of the market massacre were laid in graves
hacked from the hardscrabble
ground of a former soccer
field.
The stadium has been struck
by Serb shells, many fired
from cannon and mortar emplacements set up on ski slopes
and bobsled runs on the Olympic heights surrounding the
dry.
At a commemorative ceremony in the national theater, a

girl's choir called "The Snowflakes" - named for Sarajevo's
Olympic emblem - lip-synched
to "The Flame is Still Alive,"
the city's Olympic theme song.
The mood among the 100
Sarajevans in attendance was
dejected but dignified. The
building's facade was battered
by shelling, but its baroque
gold and velvet interior is intact.
"For the riders of the Apocalypse riding across our former
Olympic fields, we are guilty
only because we are Bosnians,"
said Mayor Muhamed Kresevljakovic.
He bitterly invited mayors of
other Olympic cities to visit
"the city of love and death. ...
The biggest Olympic paradox
in the world."
It's doubtful dignitaries from
such host Winter Olympic cities as Albertvllle, France
(1992); Calgary, Alberta (1988);
Lake Placid, N.Y. (1980); and
Innsbruck, Austria (1976)
could relate to what's happened to Sarajevo.
Dozens of former Yugoslav
Olympic team athletes are now
fighting on the Bosnian Muslim
side, said Izudin Filipovic, head
of the Bosnian Olympic Committee. Five are fighting with
the separatist Serbs, he said.
About 10 Bosnian athletes
are competing next week in the
1994 Winter Games in Lillehammer, Norway. "They have
to fight three battles - to defend their country, for their
athletic performance and for
their lives," Filipovic said.

Al' Photo/1 -aurenl Keboura

A Sarajcvan gravedlgger takes a break at the makeshift
cemetery In a soccer stadium in Sarajevo, Tuesday. Tuesday
marked the 10th anniversary of Sarajevo's Winter Olympic
games. In the background Is the destroyed Olympic ice rink.
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• Big/Lil gifts
• Initiations gifts
• Sweatshirts
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Spring is Coming!
Get your bike ready or find
a new one here!

"10% Off
Service Packages"

SOCKMAN AUTOMOTIVE
425 Grant St. Bowling Green
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Located across the
tracks from Kinkos
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Women looking to keep momentum against BSU
by Jamie Schwaberow
News sports writer

Not to jinx the Bowling Green
women's basketball team this
Wednesday, but a Falcon team
should finally be able to defeat a
Ball State team with ease.
The Falcons are hosting the
Cardinals in Anderson Arena at
5:45 p.m. After all the struggles
BG has had against Ball State in
other sports, the women's basketball team finally is one team
that is superior.
BG is 9-1 in the Mid-American
Conference and 15-3 overall opposed to Ball State's 2-8 conference record and their 4-13 over-

all mark.
One of the Falcons' big advantages is their great success at
home. They are still a perfect 7-0
at home this season (5-0 in MAC).
The Cardinals, however, are 2-5
when they travel (1-4 in MAC).
In the first game this season
between the two teams BG prevailed with a 96-80 win. In the
game Talita Scott led the Falcons
with 25 points to lead five players
in double digits.
The Falcons continue to lead
the MAC in field goal percentage
(47.7) and free throw percentage
(75.4). They also rank second in

Eying victory

Bowling Green vs. Ball State
Mid-American Conference Rankings
Women's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
80 J (2)
Scoring Margin
+ 10.7(3)
FG%:
47.7 (1)
3-Pl. FG%:
32.2 (5)
FT%:
75.4 (1)
Pts. Allowed:
69.6 (5)
FG% Defense:
43.8 (9)
Reb. Margin:
+1.8(4)

Cardinals
60.8 (8)
-13.8(9)
40.1 (7)
29.6(7)
62.3 (8)
74.6 (7)
43.8 (8)
11(6)

See WOMEN, page thirteen.

Ruminski-less men fight to remain on top
by Marty Fuller
News sports writer

The BG men's basketball
team's journey to the top spot in
the Mid-American Conference
will make a stop at a crucial
intersection tonight as the Falcons (12-6 overall, 7-3 MAC) host
the Ball State Cardinals (10-8
overall, 6-4 league) at Anderson
Arena.
Three teams, including Ball
State, trail the front-running Falcons by only one game in the
MAC standings. A loss to the

Cardinals, combined with a
Miami win over Central Michigan, will drop the Falcons to second place, matching Ball State's
record at 7-4. The first time these
two squads met this year, BG edged Ball State 70-69. It was a
Shane Kline-Ruminski tap-in at
the final buzzer that gave the
Falcons the victory.
Kline-Ruminski will have no
role in the second part of BGSU
versus BSU.
The junior center will miss at
See MEN, page thirteen.

Bowling Green vs. Ball State
Mid-American Conference Rankings
Men's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
70.8 (6)
Scoring Margin+6.4 (3)
48.0 (2)
FG%:
34.8 (8)
3-Pt. FG%:
67.2 (3)
FT%:
64.4 (2)
Pts. Allowed:
42.8 (4)
FG% Defense:
+3.6(3)
Reb. Margin:

Cardinals
73.6 (4)
+1.4 (6)
47.9 (3)
38.6(4)
66.6(4)
72.2 (9)
45.4 (8)
+1.0(6)

The BG Newi/Krlllen Lea Sweet

Falcon guard Nicky Heilmann gets a good look at the basket ID a
game earlier this season. The lady Falcons will look to extend
their nine game Mid-American Conference win streak tonight
when Ball State comes to town.

ROLLIN' WITH DA LYNCH MOB
If you're a University student
whose hometown is a large
metropolis, you may have some
idea what junior telecommunications major Ray Lynch went
through when he first arrived on
campus.
Lynch, a guard on the Falcon
basketball team, hails from the
largest metropolis of them all,
New York City.
And when he came to BG on a
scholarship in the fall of 1991, he
left behind not just an impressive

racked up 74 interceptions for
his career.
"Getting steals for me is somewas not as highly-recruited as thing that I just love to do,"
them, but he knew he could com- Lynch said. "I like to watch the
pete against a high level of com- offensive players' eyes, and
know where they're going to
petition and hold his own."
throw the ball next, and get the
steal.
Lynch gets defensive
"Anybody really can do it - it's
For Lynch, his New York back- just anticipation."
ground, the All-American compe"The Michigan Game"
tition, and his tremendous athletic skills all contributed to proWhile Lynch's primary funcduce the basketball player that
he is today - namely, one of the tion in his tenure as a Falcon has
best perimeter defenders in the been to dominate defensively, he
sent a loud shout-out to all last
Mid-American Conference.
He has a prototype shooting season that he still knows how to
guard body, at 6-foot-4, 185 put the ball in the basket.
The date was December 9,
pounds. Lynch has excellent
1992. The site was Chrysler
Arena, and the opponents were
none other than the Michigan
Wolverines.
Chris Webber, Jalen Rose,
sports editor
Juwan Howard and the rest of
the world-renowned Fab Five had
quickness and speed, and is a invited Bowling Green to town
for a non-conference game.
good rebounder for his size.
According to his coaches and
Lynch, however, was far from
his teammates, Lynch can just
intimidated.
plains*u:k opposing shooters.

Live from New York...it's Mr. Defense, Ray Lynch
basketball career, but a less-th- and he said, 'Look how clean it is.'
"So he was able to appreciate an-impressive neighborhood.
BG head coach Jim Larranaga almost immediately - that he was
recalled Lynch's first day of coming Into a healthier environclasses as a freshman, when the ment than the one he had experitwo were traveling the walkway enced early on."
Larranaga said it was like a
between the B.A building and
foreign land to Lynch.
the Union.
"I think it was a tremendous
"Ray said to me, 'Coach, look at
the street, look at that gutter.' cultural difference for him," he
And I said, 'What about it, Ray?- said. •The New York City envi-

ronment, the neighborhood kids
that he hung around with were
quite different than the students
here at Bowling Green, and the
environment was entirely
different."
Lynch agrees, and said the
Midwest opened his eyes about
some things.
"I was surprised that everybody left their car doors open,
and how nice everybody was,"
Lynch said. "Coming from the
East everybody's quiet. They
keep to themselves.
"Jaywalking also is something
else that we just take for granted," he added. "In the City we
just cross the street whenever.
Where here, people still do it, but
I feel like I'm committing a
crime."
Star-studded competition

TV M New./*rim. U« Sweet

Falcon shooting guard Ray Lynch looks to make the entry pass In last Wednesday's game against
Eastern Michigan. The Hit of players the New York City native played against In high school Includes
Kenny Anderson, Jamal Mashbnrn, Glen Robinson, Anfernee Hardaway and Bobby Hurley.

Lynch, from Manhattan, attended All Hallows High School
in the Bronx, the same program
that produced former BG standout Joe Moore (1988-91). Lynch
averaged 19.2 points as a senior
to earn All-City and All-Catholic
High School honors.
Suffice It to say that those
awards were not easy to come by.
The list of players that Lynch
went up against as a prep reads
like Dick Vitale's All-American
team.
Ever hear of Kenny Anderson?
He's a point guard for the New
Jersey Nets, who will be starting
the NBA All-Star game in a few
weeks.
How about Jamal Mashburn?
Or Bobby Hurley? They're just a
couple of guys who led Kentucky
and Duke, respectively, to the
Final Four before becoming lottery picks in the pro draft.
Lynch played against all three
in high school -- along with Rodney Rogers, Anfernee Hardaway,
Glen Robinson and many more and in most cases guarded the
superstars man-to-man.
"Some of those guys were forwards or big men," Lynch said.
"But most of them I went up
against head-to-head. It helps me
put things in perspective now.
"I dont get all bent out of
shape over the competition now
because I played against so many
great players."
Larranaga said battles with
those stars honed Lynch's skills.
"Ray played against all the top
players you read about in
national publications and watch
on national TV," he said. "Ray

Mark DeChant

"I had a relaxed approach to (the Michigan
game). If I would have gotten all stressed out
about guarding Jalen Rose or whatever, that
wouldn't have worked for me."
Ray Lynch, who scored 20 points against Rose
"When Ray first came here,
defense was something that was
a little bit foreign to him from his
high school days, where he was
probably recognized more for his
offensive ability," Larranaga
said.
"But he utilized his quickness
and his toughness to become a
tremendous defensive player."
Lynch, like many other high-scoring high school heroes, didn't
see defense as a priority as a
prep.
"In high school I never really
played too much defense, because I didn't really try," Lynch
said. "1 wasn't counted on to play
so much defense.
"But when I got to college one
of the major problems I had was
just to play consistent. I felt like
fo me to get minutes that I had to
play defense, and that granted
me playing time my freshman
year.
"And now it's stuck with me."
Lynch has a nose for the ball.
He is among MAC leaders with
26 steals this season, and has

"I didn't blow that game out of
proportion, because I played
against these types of players
back home," he said. "So it was
just like another game to me."
"I had a relaxed approach to it.
If I would have gotten all
stressed out about guarding Jalen Rose or whatever, that
wouldn't have worked for me."
Despite a huge effort on the
part of BG, the Falcons lost to the
team that had been ranked best
in the country and went to the
Final Four two consecutive
years.
But Ray Lynch did not leave
Ann Arbor feeling blue.
In fact, the only thing Lynch
felt that night was a hot hand, as
he scorched the Wolverines for a
career-high 20 points. Lynch buried four 3-pointers, and shot
7-of-ll from the floor overall.
With Rose guarding him the
whole night.
See IYNCH, page thirteen.
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Mario's bad back Greek luge team defies odds
may force him out
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - Pittsburgh
Penguins star Mario Lemieux is
fearsome on the ice. but some of
his opponents would be sorry to
see him leave the game.
"The bottom
line is you hate
to see a guy
like that talk
about retiring,"
said Montreal
Canadiens forward Kirk Mul
ler, the player
selected after
Lemieux in the
1984 Entry
Lemieux
Draft. "As tough as he is to play
against, I would hate to see him
have to cut his career short because of an injury."
Lemieux, 28, said last weekend
that he will consider retirement
this summer if his back doesn't
get better. He's appeared in only
four of Pittsburgh's 53 games
this season and saw regular duty
in just two games. He hasn't been
in the lineup since Nov. 7.
The Canadiens, who supplanted the Penguins as Stanley Cup
champions last year, have every
reason to hope Pittsburgh falters.
But after the Canadiens beat the
Penguins 4-1 Monday, several
players said they were sorry to
hear Lemieux might retire.
"It's very sad for hockey if it
does happen," Canadiens coach
Jacques Demers said. "Our
league needs athletes like that."
Lemieux tried to come back
two times last week but his back
was stiff and he couldn't play.

"The sad part is I don't think
he's reached his peak yet,"
Demers said. "He's still a young
man. I really hope it doesn't happen. For the French-Canadians,
we don't have many great hockey
players. He represents the
French-Canadians very well."
Canadiens goalie Patrick Roy
has a rivalry with Lemieux that
goes back to their teen-age days
in the Quebec Major Junior
League.
"He's a competitor," Roy said.
"I know it has to be really frustrating for him to work that hard
and still not be able to play. It's
tough for him."
Lemieux hasn't said that he
will retire, only that he will consider doing so. He continues with
his daily treatment and exercise
program in the hope he can return and play on some kind of
regular basis this year.
Other pro athletes have had
Hall of Fame-caliber careers
curtailed by injury. Gale Sayers
of the Chicago Bears played only
seven NFL seasons before knee
injuries forced him to retire at
28. Baseball's Sandy Koufax was
done at 31 because of an arthritic
condition in his pitching arm.
Demers said that a couple of
years ago, people were talking
about hockey putting together a
"Dream Team" for the Olympics.
"I said then, the Dream Team
is right here," he said. "Mario
Lemieux is the Dream Team.
That's how I think of him."

by Dave Carpenter
the Associated Press

LILLEHAMMER, Norway -- It's a classic American fantasy:
Qualify for the Olympic Games,
march in the opening ceremonies
under your flag and compete for
your country.
Or your ancestors' country.
Defying all logic, a brother and
sister from Minnesota who are
new to winter sports competition
and barely speak Greek are in
Llllehammer to represent
Greece at the Winter Games.
They did it by creating the country's first bobsled and luge
teams.
Call it the Greek-American
dream.
"When we started out, we said
the odds of making it here might
be about 10,000 to 1," said Greta
Sebald, beaming the slightly
wide-eyed smile of a fan as she
watched other Olympians walk
by in the athletes' village Sunday.

tional Olympic Committee to
weed out Olympic wannabes and
no-hopers - qualifying standards
have been tightened since the
Albertville Olympics two years
ago - the Sebalds and Spiro Pinas
of the world continue to find
ways to realize their wildest
dreams.
Pina, another Minnesotan representing Greece, is the winter
sports veteran of the trio with
three years' experience on the
U.S. junior team. But the 20-yearold luger from St. Paul, a University of Minnesota sophomore, is
equally "blown away" by the
Olympic experience.
The three aren't the only hyphenated Americans taking advantage of their heritage at these
Games.
Three men from Rochester
Hills, Mich., qualified to represent San Marino in the two-man
bobsled competition - driver
Dino Crescentini and brakeman

candidates Jean Pierre Renzi and
Mike Crocenzi.
A patent attorney in MinneapoBut he turned elsewhere, and
lis, Sebald conceived his dream after many other calls to bobsled,
two winters ago while watching luge and Greek officials to find
Canadians with Italian ancestry out if it was feasible, the siblings
compete for Italy's Olympic from Askov, Minn., headed to
hockey team. He had played schools for their respective
sports in high school - basketball sports.
Sebald went to Calgary, Aland track - before becoming an
armchair athlete.
berta, where he "watched all the
But he had an Olympic advan- Irish guys crash" and gained
tage: a Greek-bom grandfather. some confidence in his own
Olympic rules allow athletes to skills. Greta headed to Lake Placompete on teams from a country cid, N.Y.
other than that of their birth if
OK, what about the odds on a
they can show ancestral ties.
medal for a Minnesota Greek?
"I said, 'Hey, I can do this,'"
Safe to say that one is off the
Sebald said. "I don't skate, and I books. But they're confident they
only ski some, but I'd always can prove they're not the
wanted to do the bobsled."
dreaded "tourists" that the IOC
His sister felt similarly about wants to eliminate from the
the luge. "I'm pretty much into Games.
crazy things - skydiving, whiteSebald allows to a touch of imwater rafting. I like the thrill."
modesty, saying "We aren't halfA U.S. Bobsled Federation bad." Then he admits: "I hope we
official told Sebald, "I don't think don't finish last. But we could."

Looking back, the 28-year-old
now figures it might have been
more like 2 million to 1.
"It's still kind of a shock to be
standing here," agreed her big
brother Greg, a slender 30-yearold wearing a Minnesota Twins
T-shirt and a baseball cap reading Greek Bobsleigh.
They owe it to family ties to the
old country and scads of cash,
but mostly lots of tenacity. And,
oh yes - they had to learn their
sports well enough to qualify on a
world-class level.
"There's been a ton of hurdles
to get over," said the driver of
Greece's sole Olympic bobsled,
who recruited a physical education teacher from Thessaloniki to
be his brakeman.
Despite efforts by the Interna-

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and faculty/administrative
staff nominations of seniors and graduate students who have given distinguished service to
Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a senior or graduate
student must have demonstrated outstanding service contributions to BGSU through one or more
areas of University service (college and/or department activities, student government, student
activities, Greek Life, athletics, etc.).
Seniors and graduate students who will graduate in the 1993-94 academic year (Winter
Commencement 1993 and Spring and Summer Commencements 1994) who would like to be
considered for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty/administrative staff who would
like to submit nominations, may obtain an application form at 305 Student Services Building or
by calling 372-2147. THF. ABSOLUTF. DEADLINE FOR ALL NO NOMINATIONS IS
5 P.M., FRIDAY, MARCH 4,1994.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES OUR 1994
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS
Toriano Davis
'WillSivanson
Sean McDermott
Tim Johnston

Son 'Elliott
"KenStaufJitz
Hoe Jlinner
Christian Mayled

Jeremy Dana
Sean Qilley
Tony D'Amico
Qus Qoebel

OUR NEW ACTIVE BROTHERS
•Roy Oberhaus
loddDickerson
Sean tficf&uin
ToddMei^le
Jeff Marvaldi
Ryan ty-wak^
John 'Morgan
Dan Lastoria
Jeremy Santoro
Jordahn Qardner

Adam Drvenkjir
"Kevin DeTolo
Doug "Riddle

John Quinn
Todd Lampe ter
Jamie Schivaberow
Chris Driskell
Dave Zotter
Jeremy Oiines
Josh Vance
Mike Taurasi
Jay Caudill
Matt Jordan

A.E.K.A.B.
NOT FOR AN HOUR, A DAY,
OR A COLLEGE TERM ONLY,
...BUT FOR LIFE!
i

AP phxWAkkumdcr N.nUhl

The luge track, shown, and the bobsled track in Hunderfossen, Norway were especially built for the
1994 Winter Olympics.

AAI Urges Eligible
Faculty Members To
Vote Today or
Thursday
If You Have Any
Doubts, Vote
"No Representative"
We Pledge to Work to
Strengthen Shared Governance
Following the Election
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Continued from page eleven.
scoring with 80.3 points per
game.
Unfortunately the Falcons are
still trailing the Toledo Rocke's
in conference play. The Rockets
are perfect in the MAC with a
10-0 record.
The Falcons will have to wait
until the last game of the regular
season to avenge their loss to
Toledo. This will be a home game
however and will take place on
March 5.

BG has won nine consecutive
games going into the game, and
should be able to extend the
streak into double digits against
Ball State.

C—ell.
The Cardinals' top player on
the team is not a starter. Dianne
McConnell is the first player off
the bench and is averaging a
team-high 13.7 points per game
along with 5.3 rebounds.

The lady Falcons lead the nation in free throw shooting percentage, hitting 76% from the
charity stripe. Over their last
eight games, they've converted
82.8% (13S-163) from the line.

LYNCH
Continued from

page eleven.

"I wish there were more games
like that one," Lynch said, with a
laugh. "Most of those guys are
going to go pro. To score 20
points and to have the best game
of my career so far against Michigan is really a highlight."
Versatility at the offensive end

Afar*
DeChanl

Mike
Kazimore

Glen
Lubber!

Last week: 6-4
Overall: 13-8

Last week: 5-5
Overall: 10-11

Last week: 7-3
Overall: 11-10

Bowling Green
Kent
Western Michigan
Ohio

Bowling Green
Kent
Western Michigan
Ohio

Bowling Green
Toledo
Western Mich.
Ohio

Eastern Michigan

Ball Slate

Eastern Mich.

Illinois
Indiana
Minnesota
Purdue

Illinois
Indiana
Wisconsin
Purdue

Illinois
Indiana
Wisconsin
Purdue

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Lynch was brilliant in that UM
contest, but offense has not always come so easily to him during his collegiate career. His

■■■in

Mid-American Conference
February 12
Bowling Green al Miami
Toledo at Kent
Central Mich, at Western Mich.
Ohio at Akron
February 13
Eastern Michigan at Ball Slate

shooting percentage - both from
the floor and the foul line ~ is not
as high as he would like.
Larranaga and Lynch both recognize that Lynch's best
offensive attribute is versatility.
"With this team, we have two
outstanding scorers in (Shane
Kline) Ruminski and (Shane)
Komives," Larranaga said.
"When you have that insideoutside threat, those guys get the
most looks, the most shots.
"The other guys have to pick
and choose their opportunities,
and that is what Ray is asked to

Ray Lynch
G
6-4 Jr. New York, NY
High School: All Hallows
Parents: Aubrey Lynch and
Gloria Lynch
Born: March 2, 1973
Academic Major:
Telecommunications

Big Ten

do."
Lynch is perfectly content to
fill in the holes at the offensive
end, especially with the success
that the 12-6 Falcons have enjoyed this year.
"I know that to help the team
the most I need to play defense,
but at the same time I can be
productive at other areas."
The man who recruited Lynch
expressed complete satisfaction
with the player's attitude.
"Being a successful team takes
a lot of sacrifice on everybody's
part," Larranaga said. "Ray's
been real sensitive to what we've
needed him to do, and has been
able to function very well within
the team concept."
"His ability to handle his role
on the team is why this team has
enjoyed the success it has so far
this season."
And why Lynch will continue to
be an intricate part of the Falcon
scheme for the next year and a
half.

I.Mich's Statistics

February 12
Illinois at Northwestern
Iowa at Indiana
Minnesota at Wisconsin
Purdue at Michigan State
February 13
Michigan at Ohio State
Big East
February 12
Scton Hall at U. Connecticut
Georgetown at Providence
St. John at Pittsburgh
Kentucky at Syracuse
Villanovaat Miami

Year (ims
93-94 18
92-93 27
91-92 26

Its Avg Reb
68 3.8 48
117 4.3
83
79 3.0 56

ST
26
30
18

THE BOTTOM I l\l

Affordable
Seminary Training

MEN
Continued from page eleven.

U. Connecticut
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Kentucky
Villanova

U. Connecticut
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Villanova

U. Connecticut
Georgetown
St. John
Kentucky
Villanova

How to win:
Circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form to
The BG News, 210 West Hall. The entry with the most correct picks will
win a prize that will vary from week to week. In case of ties, a winner will be
drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5
p.m. on the Friday before the games.
Last weeks winner was Scott Bueltger who went 7-3 losing two MidAmerican Conference selections and one Big Ten game.

V♦

The probable starters for BG
will be Michelle Shade, Lori Albers, Tangy Williams, Susie Cassell, and Talita Scott. Everyone in
the lineup is 5-foot-10 or above
with the exception of point guard

OIARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

least two more weeks of action
after breaking his right hand
during the Eastern Michigan
game last week.
"With Ruminski out we will
need good offensive balance to
beat Ball State," head coach Jim
Larranaga said. "We don't expect
one player to fill his role - it's going to take a team effort."
With no big man In the middle,
BG will have to keep up the
excellent play of its backcourt.
Freshmen guards Antonio Daniels and Jay Larranaga both had
career-high scoring days against
Kent. Daniels tallied 16 while
Larranaga scored 18 in the Falcons' loss to the Flashes last
week.
While the Falcons will concentrate on the play of their guards,
Ball State's strength is in its
front court.
"Ball State has an extremely
talented team - they have one of
the best 1-2 forward combos in
the MAC with Jeermal Sylvester

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.

▲
*

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

^
^

^ljhirdjLAgt.4XB;C-J^esjd!"! Manager 352-4380*

$4,4lO

Ball State has won four of their
last five contests and are very
consistent on the road. While facing MAC foes away from home
the Cardinals are 5-0 while only
chalking up a 1-4 record at home.
The Falcon squad, however,
has been victorious in eight of
their last eleven and is 7-2 at Anderson Arena.

.v.*

Scholarships tvailahli
ASHLAND
1 III Ol OGK AL
SEM1NAR1
910 Center St.
Ashland. Oil
14809

Remember your
Sweetheart on
Valentine's Day

From:

Wed. Feb. 9

352-9638 D^ ' >

353-0988

iiusu
The Heidi Chronicles *J&\y
By Wendy Wasserstein w^l
February 9-12 at 8 p.m.
and
February 13 at 2 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall
For Reservations
call 372-2719

Name
Addressm
Phone _
Name __
Phone __

□ Prepaid before I-eb. 14 - $7.00 D>i Feb. 17 - $8 00
DPtck-up
1 cr

PIE
104 S. MAIN

SPRING BREAK IS
ALMOST HERE!!!

TOTAl ANNl'AL Tl'ITION

SEND A HEART SHAPED PIZZA!

♦

J

Accredited M A M DIN I) Mm
• < hurth Administration
• t hnsii.iii Kducation
• Pastoral < uunscling
• Biblical Studies
• Christian Histon I'hvolog*
• hi.uk Church Studio
• t luirih MUSK
• MissHilottx
• spiritual Formation
• Intensions in < Uvi-I.iml
< okinihus and Detroit

M

♦

• NOW RENTING*

and Steve Payne," said Larranaga.
Sylvester Is averaging 17.5
points and 7.3 rebounds a game
while Payne is averaging 18.4
points as well as grabbing 10.6
rebounds a game.
To counter the powerful Cardinal front court Larranaga has
moved Floyd Miller to the BG
center spot and inserted James
Cerisier into Miller's vacant forward position.

Jhat do V0U want in
an apartment?

HRUEN HOUSE
1515 E. Ulooster

Close...
Affordable...

Spacious...
Clean...

Come To
Preferred Properties
Office in Cherry
Wood Health Spa
8th and High St.

Call for more
information at

352-9367

.

Classifieds

The BG News
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CAMPUS EVENTS

LOST*FOUND

Advertising Club Into. Nigh!
Wednesday 730 pm 2nd Floor Mcf all Center
speeker Sue Young (rom Co-op ollce
Refreshments will be provided
Everyone welcomel

LOST - camera m case 1 '29
atBGvs Akron women's game
Call collect lor reward (218) 226-7088

B.O STUDENTS. STAFF A FACULTY
YOU CAN MAKE A DEFERENCE
YOU CAN HELP SAVE SOMEONE'S UFE
Question How Can I Do This?
Answer- By Donating Stood"
B G S U BLOOOM06ILE
N I: COMMONS
Feb 7th- 11th. 10 30 4 30 each day
Someone's Life Depends On Your Donation"

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
Wa can help FREE ft CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy lasts, support a information BG Pregnancy Center Call 354 HOPE.
Will do typing
$i.2Srpage
Call Vicki 352 3358

PERSONALS

Dance for Heart
Rec Center will have a dance-exercise
event to benefit the AHA
0 30 noon
Saturday. February i2lh
iS donation SRC members or collect
donations and win prizes'

Beet Waalsm Falcon Plaza
Valentlne'e Day Package (39 as
February i*h» isth
Forr

ervstlona call 3524871

Friends of the Deaf
Boier Shorts Sale
Feb 8 4 9EducaoonBldg istfloor
i000am-200pm
Great Vatonone's Gifts"
BIO
Valentine
PeychlcFelr

Gonna make you SWEAT.
Supervised workout exerase A training. Get
into shape for Spring Break1 For more mfo, attend meeting Tuesday. Feb. 0. 5 00 pm, SRC
Aichery.GoitRoom

11-e Sunday al
The Junction
Oltted readers 8
Unique stultl
Watch the FRIDAY
INSIDERfor details

Joint A PICS P.. -chasing Meeting
When Thursday. February tO, 1994
Where. BA M0. 7.30 pm
Speaker Roger Herold
Topic ISO 9000
Free Pina and Popi

Live and Study In FRANCE
Complete your foreign language
requirements in one summer with
Bowitng Green Academic Year Abroad
Information meeting on Thursday. Feb 10
at 700pm at French House (opp McDonald
Quad ) For more mfo on programs 'or Smr
Fall, Spring, call AYA off'Ce at 372-7140
Recreation Mi|or Association
BOWLING AT THE UNION
Thursday. February i0th 8 00
All Are Welcome"'
The ode is high and I'm moving on ,
Remember that hit by Bondie? Well
this Sat. from 7-11 pm on the 2nd floor
of the Union, relive Ihe summer fun with
"The Tide is High." UAO's Beach Bash
celebration' Food, music, games
caricatures, beach volleyball
and much more'
Proceeds K> benefit Fosioua Bartered Women's and Children's Shelter Call 2-2343 for
into.
USG ' USG ' USG ' USG * USG
This year USG spent over
J32.000 Of your student dollars < *
USG CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Preeldentlal/Vlce Preeklentlal ticket A AtLarge Senator elections March 8 A 9.1994.
Petitions tor candidacy available In 405
Student Service* on Monday, January 31.
1994.
Completed petitions due February 11. 1994
at 12 00pm In 405 Siudent Services
Mandatory candidate* meeting February
11.l994atS:0Opm.
USG ' USG • USG • USG
VALENTINE BALLOON BOUQUET
Delivery Available order today'
Collegiate Connection
S3i Ridge 3S2-8333
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Meeting Tonight at 7 30 m 104 BA. Topic: SetfmotivBDon and Self-Esteem

at Awesome Spnng Break Bahamas Parly
Cru.se 6 Days $2791 Trip Includes Cruise A
Room, 12 Meals & 8 Free Panes' Hunyl This
Will Sell Outl 1 ■600-678-6386.
»1 Awesome Spring Break! Panama Cityl 8
Days Oceanvew Room Wilh Kitchen $1191
Walk To Best Bars! Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover ChargesI
•600 678-6366
ffl Awesome Spring Break! Besl Trips &
PncesI Bahamas Parry Cruise 6 Days $279'
Includes 12 Meals $ 6 Free Parties' Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $1191 Cancun
& Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $4891 Daytona $1491 Key West $2491
Cocoa Beach $159' I 800-678 6386
Attention Aria $ Sclencee Majors!
Come to "How lo And your own Co-op Internship." Friday February 11,1994 3:30 pm
300 Sludent Services Call: 2-2451 for delalle.
Attention Greeks' Valentine Specials Russell
ProCotton lettered sweatshirts $29 95. Russell
lettered T-shirts $9 95. Also, a selection of assorted items 10-60% oft. Collegiate Connecoor
S3' Ridge Si
College ol Education $ Allied Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications for 1994-95 Scholarships are now
available to students in the College of Education A Allied Professions. Forms may be picked
up in the Dean's Office. 444 Education Bldg
Completed applications must be returned by
tuesday. March 1.
CONGRATULATIONS BGSU 1994 SKI TEAM
ON AN AWESOME SEASON"
Danielle Underwood " Cecilia Bunting
Dave Anderson " Kevin Baker
Cyndee Calderone "Julia Foster
Jason Bechtei" Matt Carton
LeslieDoblanski "SarahGray
Jeff Dodge" Jake Kasper
Danielle DuPratt" Amy Lengyel
Dave Laub " Hans Sanderson
Heather Gisewhite " Amy Hulce
Mike Skimin " Glenn Schlub
Amy Simpson " Cher Ingleman
Luke Walker " Mannne Boe
In the NCSA Midwest Division
Women- 1 si in stale
Men • 4tn in stale
GREAT JOB SKI TEAM'"

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
CREATE A CARD
FOR YOUR VALENTINES
AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
DELTA GAMMA' DELTA GAMMA
Congratulations 10 Dtna Dlegllo on her invitation 10 become a part of Order ol Omega
DELTA GAMMA • DELTA GAMMA
Management Inc.
Hug«1 bdrm, 215 E.PoeRd.
all olir included except elec. 9 1/2
<x 12 Mo lease Starts al $300/mo.

Do you have a oush on mat special person?
Let S.O L.0 help you reach out on Valentine's
Day'Feb 9.10,11 ft 14 SOLD will be selling
cans of Crush to be sent to that special
someone. Come by the Educaoon Slaps and
give them CRUSH"
"Were S OLD on Love"

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Coed Whifleban - Feb 16 Due in 130 Field House by 4 00
pm.
JOBS - We know you want one. thafi why tie
Undergraduate Alumni Association Is sponsor
ing the Eitem Experience An opportunity to
spend a week with a BG Alum in your career
field! Info and applications at the Miles Alumn
Cento-.371 BA. 380 Sludent Sorvioes
KKO'KKO'KKO
Congratulations to the 8 Kappas
recently inducted into rhe Order of Omega:
Jill Chambers
Shannon CVvoiarelh
Jenmler Fantuz
Etyse Haggard
Julie Hams
Kellie Lamb
Tina Leer
Julie Schwerin
KKG-KKO-KKG
LEADERSIIEADEHSI
Resource Guides Available from S O.L.O. to
help with aU aspects ol leadership and organizations Stop by 405 Student Services for an
order form TODAYI
LEADERSILEADERSI
Loving couple with ChnsOan values hopes lo
adopt an infant lo be trie brother or sister to
their 2 yr. old adopted eon. We wdl pay cost.
Call 1-708-397-1112(co»ocl)
UAUDI GRAS COFFEEHOUSE
Celebrate Catholics on Campus Week with a
Mardi Gras coffeehouse at 8pm on Feb. 15 at
Si Tom's Join us tor music, coffee and FUN I !(
you are interested in sharing a specie' talent of
singing, playing a musical instrument or read
ing poetry elc . call Cathie al 352 7555
Nails'Nans'Nails
Pnces that cant be beat al Headquarters for
Hair (behind Dairy Man), ask for Timla
354 2244 Full set of acrylics $35. Balance
$i 7. Water manicure $8. Hot oil manicure $10.
Pedicure Si 5 and design/stones prices vary
Call today about coupon available $5 off full
set.
NEW STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITY
HUNGARY!
SUMMER ONLY
If interested please can C. Far ago al 353-5715
orDr.C Weislelder at 372-9955

OOKOOKOOKOOK
Attention all 0OK members:
There will be a meeting
Thursday. Feb .1009.15
in 4000 BA.
We win be voting on the following positions
Social Chair. Selections Chair and Secretary. II
you are interested m running for a position.
please can Shelly at 372 5980 belore Thursday!

OOKOOKOOKOOK
SKI KAP - ANNE OGLE • SIG KAP
The sisters ot Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate ANNE OGLE on her Student Court
Traffic Justice Position' You make your sisters
proudl
SIG KAP-ANNE OGLE'SIP KAP
9IGMA CHI' KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The brothers of Sigma Chi Fraternity would
hke to congratulate Vice President
Jason Moses on his lavaliermg lo
Kappa Den se Mecznikowski.
SIGMA CHI • KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The Bagel Line
With your choice of sandwich filings
$ 2.50 every Wed and Fri $2 SO
Prom Cateleria 2nd Hoot Union
TheiaChi-AlphaXI
Congratulations to Theta Chi Ted Oramoo on
his recent pinning to Alpha XI Jenean WlenorTheia Chi • Alpha XI
Thuredaye are Ice Beer Nlghte
at BRATHAUS
Moleon ke. Laban'a Ice
Ice House, and Bud Ice
Aleo, Long Island ke Tea tor a buck
19 a nd over - no cover
Bar open at 6 00 pm
What do you have planned for Sat night?
Well UAO is getting ready tor...
"The Tide is High" Beach Bash celebration
Sal Feb 12th from 7-11pm throughout
the second floor of the Union. Games, food,
music, mystics and much morel
Proceeds benefit Fostona Battered Women's t
Children's Shelter Call 2-2343 for details!

320 ElmFREE HEAT

next year. 1 bdrm., gas heal, A/C,
starting at $300/mo.

/Tiffed!
Management Inc.
{419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of opts we
have available.

•
•
*
*

1 & 2 Bdrm. Furnished
FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER
Extra large apts.
Close to Campus

When you
"leaee"
Expected
Campus shuttle, Free Heat. Fully carpeted
Laundry facilitiee. 24 Hour maintanace
Wmthrop Terrace
112913a
400 East Napoleon Rd

WANTED
Male or female roommate needed ASAP to
share 3 bedroom house. Lease now through
June Call 353-768B.
Subleases needed, male or female. Own room.
dose to campus Rent negotiable.
Call 354-8529
Sublease! through May Own BORM $ BHRM.
Across from campus. 1-538-6834 (leave mes-

—*>'

—
HELP WANTED

$700/wk canneries. $4SO0/mo deckhands.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring.
Employment Alaska 1-206-323-2672.
"" SPRING BREAK '94 ""
Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica. Florida & Padre'
1 lO%Lowesl Price Guaranteel Organize 15
friends and your trip la FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)

328 7263
15 to 25 overweight men or women needed to
pamopate in our weight loaa program for advertising purposes Must have 15 or more
pounds to lose Call lor details 354-4500.
250

COUNSELORS 8 INSTRUCTORS
neededI
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns,
NE Pennsylvania Lohxkan. Bo. 234SG.
Kenilwonh. NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998.

AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE EARN BIG $$$ & TRAVEL TIC
WORLD FREE (CARIBBEAN. EUROPE, HAWAII AND MOREI) HURRY! BUSY SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY AP
PROACHING FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929 4398 EXT
C-78
Childcare needed from 7 8 AM 2 miles NW ol
BG Reliable transportation and references
needed 354-1989
CRUISE LINE Entry level on board
positions avail, summer or year round.
great benefits, tree travel. (813)229 8471
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up lo
$2,000rmonth working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies Wortd travel. Summer
& Full-Time employment available No expertence necessary. For more information call
1 -206-634-0468 oxl C5S44
Earn $1.000 per week at home slutting envelopes! For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068K. Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE to. Country Living
Shoppers. Dept Ul, P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Spnngs, LA 70727
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to PO Box 395.
CHathe.KS. 60051.
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY •
Camp Wayne Boys, NE PA (3
hra/NYC)-Sports oriented. Counselors/Specialists for all Land/Water Sports.
Outdoor Rec, Computers. AftC, Video, Radio
Campus interviews on Tuesday. March 1.
Write 55 Channel Onve. Port Washington NY
11050-2216 or call 1-800-509-2267 or
516883 3067
Female vocalist Big Band Sound. You supply
the voice, we will train Call Jose at
1-728-7234.
Gain Valuable 3a lea/
Marketing E x parlance'
The BG News is looking for a
TOLEDO LIASON tor the 199495
school year.
Call Colleen 372-2606
for more information.
GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!
GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTORS
Perrysburg Gymnastics Center is now hiring
dependable instructors tor our pre school and
school age program. Call 874-9383 (ask tor
Vicki or Bob)
like Oklies 8 want to earn MONEY•>
3 dynamic waitresses Sat rights 8-12 with
93 5 FM Apply in person al OUARTERS IN
PERRYSBURG ■ 874 5020

Management Inc.
The Willow House is now leasing lor

SALES POSITIONS FOR SPRING/SUMMER
BGSU Student Pubbcaltms is hiring NOW
For summer advertising sales jobs
Gain valuable experience while earning $$$
Interviews taking place now
1 position is avail lor a Toledo resident
3 positions are avail tor rhe BG Market
Donl delay - call Toby or Colleen 2-2608

01 BENEDETTO'S
taking orders for
HEART SHAPED SUBS
Call ahead 352-4883
for pick up or delivery

For that special someone: Balloon bouquets,
eandy-lilled heart mugs. Valentine bears. Suzy
Zoo gifts $ cards. Collegiale Connection, 531
Ridge St
HEADQUARTERS FOR HAIR
Tim Messenger is now taking appointments
UF 108 Sal 10-3
cuts $10 15.354-2244

NEW LOVE
Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office
352-5620

S.P.P.I la looking lor individuals who want to
gain management experience next summer.
Earn $8,000 to $10,000 per summer. Positions
available throughout the midwest. Call Jeff
Griffith I-800-887 1960

VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL

Luv - Your Roomies
DrHeldrDI

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION MEETING
TONIGHT t
Cap!. Thomas Gulch from the Toledo Police
Depl. wiH be the guest speaker. All members
and guests a-eweJcome 307 Hannat:00 pm

LAGA
Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Meeongs even/Thursday
8 30PMatUCF
Corner of Thurson A Ridge

Breakaleglonightl
We're Behind You 100%

Troubles w/Autocad? Call Rick 1 3859533 (or
tutoring Also. CAD Drawings done from your
sketches

Management opportunities Arthur Victor Painting, Inc. is searching tor ambitious students to
til summer management positions throughout
the Midwest. Complele training $ field support
High income potential. 1 -600-775-4745.
NOTICE POSITIONS AVAIABLEIH
With Federal. Stabs, and Local Government.
Bon Skilled and Unskilled. $16,500 to $72,000
plus Benefits. For Application and Jobs List
Call: (615)779 5508 Exl K812
Summer Job At Put in-Bay- Women's Apparel
Shop, Housing Available. For Application tor
Employment Write: Anita Brown, 3507 Columbus Ave.. Sanduaky. OH 44870

BGSU Faculty Association
AAUP
VOTE Feb* 9th & 10th
. ♦«For a VOICE in your future*

SPRING/SUMMER JOSS
Gain valuable sales experience
If you are spending the summer m BG
and are looking tor a part-nme job
BGSU Student Directory has 4 openings
Employment starts in Mar. ft lasts thru July
It you need to earn money ft build a resume.
call 2-2606 or stop by 214 West Hall
SUMMER PROGRAM LEADERS
CIty ol BosvUng Green
•Q Parka and Recreation seeks mature Individuals lo supervise the following 'Sun 'n Fun"
City Program activities tor 19B4:
Camp/Program Supervisor 15 wks & $200
per week Begins May 9.1994
Special Events Supervisor IS wks @ $200
per week Begins May 9.1994.
Adult Softball Supervisor 21 wks ® $200 per
week. Begins Apr! 11,1984
Program Leader (Tennis) 8 weeks @ $4.60
per hour. Begins June 8.1994.
Program SpeclalkMa 8 weeks @$4 50 per
hour. Begins JuneB. 1994
Excellent communicative skills, computer literacy, special training or college degree and
practical expenence in the area ot appointment
will be essential Candtdslea for all poefllona
must be available for the entirety ol the appointment. Application deadline le 5 pm
February 28. 1994. Applications and job descriptions are available at the Park office in City
Pant. The City of Bowling Green is an equal
opportunity employer.
Timber Lake/Tyler Hill Campa.
Top (New York Area) Resident Camps.
Seek General Counselors. WSI.
Athletic Speclallale
Over 200 Positions Available.
To Hire The Beet. We Know We
Must Pay The Moat! TOP SALARIES!
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE Call NOW For
On Campus Interviews (Must Call By
February 28th).
(800) 826-CAatP (9-8 WEEKDAYS/E9T)

1 bdrm quiet area, FREE heat, dose to City
park Call Newlove Rentals. 352-5620. our only
office.
2nd Semester- Subleasing
Reasonable Rates - Close to Campus
Cany Rentals - 353-0325
316 E. Merry Apartment V3
Sbedro n apartment.
Available immediately
354-6800 • We do allow pels
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses ft apartments
tor 1994-95 school year
Listings available, renting fast.
Office 318 E Merry. Apt. 3
Pick-up lispng or we will mail.
353-0323 -Csrty Rentels
Houses for rent • close to campus
413 ». College 6 BR, 2 bath tor 7 or 8
2t 1 E. Reed 3/4 house brew 1 i/2baihs
321 E. Merry 8 BR apt. for 6
957N Prospect4BR.2bath
316 E Merry ft 326 Leory 1 BR, 12 mo lease
606 1/2 E. Wooster and 2 bedroom apartments no more than 2 blocks from campus. Aval spring and tall. DAG Rentals 287-3233.
612 1/2 Seventh Street: Small. 1 bedroom
bungalow; refrigerator, stove, al utilities paid
$350 Call 1-474-5344.
805Thursbn Apt 2. Furnished
Available now. Short term Rent
negotiable Call John Newlove
Real E state at 354 2260.
MT VERNONAPARTMENTS
802 6TH STREET
Currently renting for 94 95. Spacious, fully furnished 2BR. A/C. dishwasher, washer'dryer.
1 1/2 baths Call 354-0401 or slop by apartment«.
Now leasing
1-2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-6800 ' We do allow pets.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Stop in for a tree Brochure on
Summer ft Fan Rentals Large Assortment
of Houses, Duplexes, ft Apartments
9 month. 12 month. A Summer Leases
Available
319 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)
354 2260
•20 Ess) Wooeter - 2BR turn, across Irom
campus FREE water, sewer, and gas heat.
Laundry facilities Call Newlove Rentals.
352 5620. our onry oltice.

WANlt 0
Experienced Building Materials Person.
Responsibilities: Open new market area m retail building material hold.
Requirements: Experience with residential A
light commercial building customers. Cold cal,
blue prmi take off Must be self starter Commission sales-full Dme position, vehicle, company benefits Send resume lo:
PO Box 745. Tiffin OH 44683

Close to campus. 1 bdrm. turn, attic $225/mo.
Alum.indudod.372-67IOor 266 3822

FOR SALE

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST
Now renting tor 1994-95
(I2nvsch year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR ft 2 BR Urals
Excellent locaDon Reasonable rates
Call 352-4988 or stop by
the building, eio.

1990 Honda Civic Hatchback. AC. cassette
stereo. 53.000 miles. Excellent cond No rust.
$8300. Call 354 0926 leave message
APPLE MACINTOSH SE/30
System 7 Capable
TONS OF SOFTWARE III
Apple tmagewriter II
THEYHE LIKE NEWNI
Asking$500o bo.
Cal Kyle @ 372 1995
Apple Modem
Brand new!
$40 or Ms! ofter
call 354-1821
Car stereo - Clanon 5401 cassette, detachable
face, CD controxable. 2 Infinity speakers. 2
Pioneer box speakers Like new $375 tor all:
Todd 353-7301
Clanon 6201CD6 Disc CD Changer.
New $340 O B O Call 352 4238
Holt Set Up "12" Subwoofers. New
$150(PR ) O BOCatl 352-4238

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
4 bedroom house, large hvlng room $730/mo.
2 bedroom apt. $42S/mo. all utilities paid.
1 bedroom apt $300Vmo all unities paid.
Leases May In May ' Call 352 5475
Duplexes: 1,2,3 bdrme. Quiet locations Cal
Newlove Rentals 352 5620. our only office.

HOUSES FOR RENT
12 mo. leases • May A August
Tenant pays unl/mo. dep./local owners
734 Elm, 3BR/2 bath, wash/dry, $67S/Aug
2t7S.College.3BR. $550. aval now nil
May
316 Ridge. 2 BR. $60O/Mey. gas mclud
318 1/2 Ridge. 1 BR. $300. August, gas included
Call 354-2854 (days) ■ 352 2330 (eves )
Houses- 1 A 2 bedroom apartments
g month - summer - year leases
352-74S4
One bedroom apartment 126 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-267-3341
13th YEAR!

MAC PLUS
WITH 20mbext HARD DRIVE
software is included
ft APPLE IMAGEWRITER II
IT'S A BARGAIN"
$4000 bo.
CallKyle®372 199S
MCSSOOOCD Player
$10000
Small dorm retngeraior

$60
Large dorm relngerator
$120
P.B. Legend 4 286 computer
comes w/Okidata printer, color
monitor, many extras
$400o bo
All items very dean and like new.
Call Brad: 352-2154
Phillips portable compact disc player. Comes
with case. AC adaptor, and headphones $150
060 Call Jos at 354-8041.
Vat exerase bike. Antique stereo cabmet/T.V
stand- $40. Call 354-2716.
Woman's Guco Watch
For Sale tor $200. paid $325
Call 353-6028

$OUTH PADRE ISLAND
MOUTH PADRE/MUSTAN0 ISLAND
r.L-O-B-l-D-A
DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD
C-OL-O-RA-DO
STEAMBOAT
VAILMEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDCE/KEYSTOHE
H.E.V-A.D.e.
LAS VEGAS
••O-U-T-H C-A-B-O-LI-H-X
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

!• 800'SUNCHASE

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished apartment for sublease.
Available Immediately 352-5239
12 mo. leases starling May 14, t9Q4
530 Man vilie • 2 bedroom house
$400 - utilities
OOfl 5ih Si. - 2 bedroom house
$450 ♦ ubliMs
1204 E Wooster 2 bedroom Apt
$450 ♦ utilities
Call Steve Smith at 352-8917

X !«« if 01 .Mr.Ch

-TfkSTY GIFTS
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Jbryour§weetheart

Expect TV*
^ Shoebox
Greetings For ?|
Valentine's Da fk
ml

-IjatW/JL
1068 NORTH MAIN » 354-7262

840 S. Mala St.
Bowling Green

354-2402

